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Khomeini
refuses
to free
hostages
TEHRAN, Iran (UP!) - An unrelenting Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini Wednesday spumed a
United States initiative to
negotiate the fate of American
hostages and demanded that
Washington hand over the shah
and stop aU spying actlvities in
Iran.
Fonner U.S. Attoroey General
Ramsey Clark, sent to Tehran
with a personal message from
Presi dent Carter to Iranian
leaders, halted his flight in istanbul, Turkey, Wednesday night and
was ordered to. wait for further instructions, the State Department
said.
"He is holding until we have a
chance to talk to other people and
see what the situation is," State
Depa rtment spokesman Hodding
Carter said.
Clark's mission to negotiate the
release of 60 to 65 American
hostages held by milita nt Moslem
students at the U.S. Embassy in
Te hran , was suspend ed after
Khomeini forbade any government
officials or revolutionary leaders
from meet ing wi th Car ter 's
emissaries.

Close vote leaves 2 races in doubt
ByTOMDRURV
CllyEdltor

Vote totals nearly too close to call in
Tuesday's City Council election have left
the outcome of two races up in the air.
"You can't count us out yet," says
Mark Koenig, the civil engineer who
tralls incumbent David Perret by just 11
votes in unofficial totals for the District
A seat.
And restaurateur Paul Poulsen says
he'll be checking with his attomey today
to see how one goes about contesting an
election. Poulsen has unofficially been
defeated by incumbent and former
mayor Mary Neuhauser by a 63-vote
margin.
Koenig and Poulsen are not the only
ones who believe they still have a
chance.
It's " very possible" - though not
what you'd call likely - that post-

election examination of results wili uncover enough errors in tabulation to give
the apparent losers seats on the council ,
according to Johnson County Supervisor
Dennis Langenberg.

AND HE SHOULD know - because,
as supervisor, he will participilte in the
canvass Tuesday that will yield official
vote totals. And it was almost exactly
one year ago today that Democrat
Langenberg found himself just six votes
up on Republican challenger John Dane
in the supervisor's race.
I
"I know what it feels like ; I'm sure I
know what Koenig and Perret are feeling right now ," Langenberg said Wednesday. Though Langenberg did end up
winning - by 11 votes - it was well into
December before Dane called it quits
and announced he would not conlest the
election.
And before Dane conceded, there were

a number of errors discovered - ineluding forgotten absentee ballots, an
improperly set voting booth and two 100vote reporting errors (neither of which
affected the Langenberg-Dane race) .
County Auditor Tom Slockett said, "I
don 't expect mistakes to be found , but
they often are."
Speaking of Perret ' s unofficial
margin , Langenberg said, " I would say
we're going to find 11 votes real easy. It
might not be in thal particular race."
Two likely focal points for Koenig's
and Poulsen's optimism are the examination of challenged ballots
scheduled for Friday and the supervisors ' canvass next Tuesday.

TUESDA Y'S election had 25
challenged ballots from 11 different
precincts. Elections Deputy Kathy
Goetzman of the auditor's office ex-

plains that challenged ballots are those
cast by persons who come to a voting
location and are not listed as registered,
but are allowed to vote on paper ballots
that are sealed and not ineluded in
machine totals.
Goetzman said that "usually a very
small number" of challenged ballots are
allowed - in the Oct. 16 primary, 8 of 22
were - by th e three-member precinct
counting boa rd cha rged wilh voting absentee and challenged ballols.

In the canvass, scheduled to begin at 9
a .m. Tuesday, the supervisors will examine precinct tally envelopes - and
may choose to open the envelopes to examine other records - to make sure the
results phoned to the courthouse on election night are the same as those recorded on voting machine printouts.
Courthouse officials say the supervisors will in all likelihood open the tally

Kurt Waldheim, who pledged to
seek the Americans' release and
sent a message to Khomeini and
the Iranian government Tuesday,
"is still waiting for a reply," a
U.N. spokesman said Wednesday.
U.N. officials indicated Arab nations friendly with the Tehran
regime also were being asked to
help.
President Carter sent Clark and
former forei gn service officer
William Miller to Tehran Tuesday
night, "carrying a message from
th e president to the Iranian
authorIties," the State Department said. The contents of the
message were not di sclosed.
Clark was chosen because he
was a longstanding opponent of the
regime of Shah Mohammed Reva
Pahlavi and had met with
Khomeini when the 79-year-old
Islamic leader was still in his
Paris exile. The State Department
said " Iranian authorities have
agreed to receive the emissaries."
WHOEVER the unidentified
" authorities" were, they were
overruled Wednesday by
Khomeinl.

Teaching T.A.s

Pig. 3
Sci fl read Ing

Pig. 7
W'lther
Today's weather has been seized
and is being held hostage by a
ho tile wire machine. In the meantime, while a committee of
relIable, if somewhat tasteless, DI
staffers debates how to handle this
kind of crisis in the future , a coin
flip has decided today will be in
the 40a Ind cloud,.

envelopes because of the two extremely
close races.
Poulsen points to an SO-vote error in
reporting on election night - caught
before it could be entered into the computer - as proof that accidents will happen.
" It sure leaves doubt in my mind," he
said.
LANGENBERG said he "definitely"
wants the tally envelopes opened, and he
explained how errors may happen in the
processing of a vote total : "Somebody
reads it off, somebody writes it down,
th en som ebody calls it in to the
courthouse. And they 've been working 16
hours a day, so there's room for error."

Slockett, who said the canvass could
take more than a day, noted that there's
no way of telling who possible mistakes
will benefit .

Kennedy
announces';
hits poor
leadership
PORTLAND, Maine (UPI ) - Sen.
Edward Kennedy launched his long expected preSidential campaign Wednesday, saying it is President Carter's
leadership that is in a malaise, not the
American people.
Kennedy made his fonnal announcement of ca ndidacy' in Boston's historic
Fa neuil Hall , then flew off to
Manchester, N. H., and on to Portland,
as part of a lO-city, four-day swing
around the country.
Thro ughout t he day , Kenn edy
delivered a broad-based atta('k on the
administration for failing to deal with "
the problems of energy, employment
and inflation. Time and time again he
cri ticized Carter's speech last July in
which the president said there was a
malaise among the American people.
" I say it's not the American people
who are in a malaise, it's the political
leadership that's in a malaise," Kennedy
said. "We haven't lost confidence in ourselves, we have lost confidence in our
national leadership."

THE 79-YEAR-OLD religious
leader said the U.S. Embassy, in
the fourth day of the siege, was a
"den of corruption" and a "place
of espionage by our enemies
against the holy Islamic movement. "
Khomeini seemed prepared to
let his student followers hold the
60 to 65 hostages indefinitely,
declaring, "America is ull4\ble to
intervtlle militarily."
With the aborting of the Clark
mission, hopes for the sate return
of the hostages rested with efforts
of third parties, includi ng a
"humanitarian" mission launched
by Palestine Liberation Organi zation chief Vasser Arafat.
"We would welcome help from
anyone," the State Department
spokesman said earlier.
Arafat dispatched Abu Waleed,
the PLO's opera tions chief, and a
small group of aides to Tehran in
hopes of persuading Iranian
revolu ti onaries to free the
hostages. Political sources in Iran
said the delegation arrived Wednesday night.
U.N. SECRETARY General
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College,J Block restoration awarded
By BETH GAUPER
Staff Writer
The brick is crumbling, the roof leaks,
there's been substantial water damage.
It's not very realistic to me to try to save
a building t~at has not been maintained.
Local land czar Wilfreda
Hieronymus In 1975, speaking 01 the
College Block Building.

Reality is different things to different
people. When Ed Zastrow, co-owner of
Bushnell's Turtle, began his struggle to
pluck the College Block Building from
the maws of urban renewal, "a lot of
people thought I'd taken a sanity test and
flunked ."

Zastrow's fight to save the building
from the wrecking ball ended in 1977,
when his College Block Partners were
awarded the College Block parcel. It
later became the first of the 13 parcels
to be completed , and opened in August
1978.
And now ironically, the weathered survivor /las received an award for excellence in architecture, bestowed by
the American Institute of Architects.
Jim Nagle, one of the three Chicago
architects who judged the 63 Iowa entries , said the jury was especially impressed by the College Block Building
submission. "It's exacUy the sort of
thing more towns should be doing," he
said . " It was a nice, sensitive restoration. "

Zastrow, of course, is pleased his efforts paid off. " To accomplish a project
like this," he said, "you have to really
want to make it happen, because there's
a zill ion roadblocks along the way."
THE PERILS of the College Block
Building have been chronicled on these
pages since demolition fever first
clutched Iowa City. Built in 1893, but vacant since 1970, the bullding was a prime
target for demolition -minded
developers. Meanwhile, the original
Bushnell's Turtle had been moved into
the temporary Clinton Street modulars,
and Zastrow found himseIr plunged into
the vortex of urban renewal. He began
attending City Council meetings and
joined the bloc of people opposing

destruction of the downtown: - "I've
always been a political groupie ,"
Zastrow said , " that just made it more in
my interest td do so."
In 1973, Wilfreda Hieronymus, executive director, announced the formation of Old Capitol Business Center Co.
For a while it looked as if Old Capitol
would develop the entire urban renewal
area , including the College Block
Building. Its contract was dissolved in
1976, however, and the city decided to
award the land to multiple developers.
That's when Zastrow breathed his first
sigh of relief. "Several times it looked as
if the building would be torn down," he
said.
See Col. block, page 7

LARGE CROWDS turned out to greet
Kennedy enthusiastically in Boston ,
Manchester and Portland. Campaigning
with him were three of his earliest supporters - Mayor Jane Byrne of Chicago,
Sen. John Durkin of New Hampshire,
and Gov. William Brennan of Maine.
In Boston , the 47-year-old Kennedy,
with virtually every member of the clan
gathered to cheer him on , used his
speech to urge Americans to restore
their faith in themselves and to attack
Carter.
" I take the course compelled by
events and by my commitment to public
life," Kennedy told supporters packed
into Faneuil Hall for the third presidential campaign by the Kennedy family .
" Today, I formally announce that I am a
candidate for president of the United
States."
THEN HE took dead aim at Carter,
saying that under his administra tion
" the failures are stark" and the nation is
" sinking into a crisis."
"Now, the people are blamed for
every national ill and scolded as greedy,
wasteful and mired in malaise.
"Did we change so much in these three
years? Or is it because our present.
leadership does not understand that we
are willing, even anxious, to be 011 the
march again?",

Board postpones action on cable TV tower
By ROD BOSHART
Staff Writer

to gratlously and respectfully ask for an
extension."

After listening to residents' concel'1lS
about possible property value loss and
potential threats to their safety , the
city's Board of Adjustment postponed a
decision o~ aHowing Hawkeye CableVision to loca te its 175-foot tower in
northem Iowa City.
At a public hearing Wednesday , the
board unanimously decided to delay a
decision on granting Hawkeye an exceplion to the city's zoning ordinance until It
has more specIfic Infonnation.
The postponement will delay clble
television service to Iowa City home. by
at least 30 days, said Bill Blough ,
Hawkeye's Iowa City manager.
Since the city's franchi se wi th
Hawkeye tipulates that 25 percent of
the city must be receiving service by the
end of March , Blough saId, "We'll hive

LAST MONTH Blough told the City
Council that Hawkeye would begin cable
service in northeast Iowa City by March
1. The city can grant an extension if
Hawkeye is delayed in providing service
due to factors beyond its control .
In postponing its deciSion, the board
requested that a structural engineer attend next month 's board meeting to
provide an expert opinion of the dangers
associated with a self-supporting tower.
The board also requested an appraisal
of the possible depreciation in value of
the adjacent properties and asked
whether Hawkeye could renegotiate its
lease with the owner of the site so the entire 200-fool radius surrounding the
tower would be within the owner's
property.
Hawkeye had requested a zoning ex-

ception to allow it to erect its tower for
"off-air" television and FM radio reception in the area zoned for single-family
residences north of Highway 1 and the
Hy-Vee Food Store under coostruction in'
northern Iowa City.
ANTHONY FREY, who lives north of
the proposed tower site, spoke in opposition to the exception ~ause of his
safety concerns and potential property
value loss.
Frey, who is a chemical engineer, said
he calculated the acceptable limit of
stress tha t the ni De- ton tower could
withstand before it might encounter
safety risks , and found it would be a
three-inch lee load coupled with. a lOmph wind.
Doug Boothroy, a city staff planner,
had recommended that the board grant
the exception for the 5O-foot square parcel because he said the riak of the tower

collapsing and falling outside the parcel
was "very remote."
Blough said self-supporting towers
seldom fall and, in the event one does
fall , he said " They come down like an
accordian, lIve never heard of one falling at its full extension. That is a very
remote possibility. It would have to be
pulled or pushed over thr?ugll a
deliberate attempt."

not be sold for single-family development if he chose to do so. Herb Davis
and Steve Kriz also spoke against
granting the exception .
Board member David Baldus agreed
with Frey's concern over possible
property deva luation saying, "I could
not vote to tax these adjacent landowners for the benefit of their (the city's
cable subscribers' ) television viewing."

TOWERS supported by guy wires,
which are different from self-supporting
towers, sometimes fall fuHy extended,
Blough said, but the cause is usually vandalism . He said Hawkeye's tower will be
protected by an 8-foot chain link and barbed wire fence.
Frey said the safety concerns over
such a tower are more psychological
than physiological, and he said such concerns could depreciate property values
because his land near the tower couid

BALDUS suggested Ha,.,keye either
compensate adjacent landowners for
reduced value or renegotiate with the
site owner to move the tower farther
within his property.
Blough said the site was chosen
because the terrain is "very rough" and
because there is no industrial or commercia 1interference. He saId locating a
new site would cause at least a threemonth delay in getting Federal Aviation
Administra tlon approval.

,
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Briefly
Prime rate hits 15112
NEW YORK (UPI) - Chase Manhattan Bank Wednesday raised its prime lending rate a quarter point to a
record 15 ~ percent, signalling another round of Interest
rate increases in the offing for consumers.
Chase. the na~ion's third largest bank. was the first to
move to the higher prime that now stands four full percentage points above its level last June.
The prime rate applies directly only to borrowing by
the top-rated corporate borrowers but the trend in the
prime affects all lending rates. including those on consumer loans and mortgages.
Ever increasing interest rates have made banks reluctant to lend and each hike further tightens the flow of
credit. At the same time, consumers have become increasingly anxious to borrow as a hedge against inflation
since they will repay loans in cheaper dollars.

Police gave KKK copy
of marchers' route
GREENSBORO, N.C. (UPI) - Police revealed Wednesday they reluctantly gave a Ku Klux Klansman a copy
of the route of the Communist Workers Party's "Death to
the Klan " parade two days before the march, which erupted in a gunfight that left five communists dead.
Capt. James W. Hilliard told reporters a man identified
only as Dawson came to police headquarters last Thursday and asked for the copy. Hilliard said he admitted beIng a Klan member when asked by office l\. \ •
He said officers called the city attorney's office, which
told them the march permit, which described the rout~.
was a public document and could not be withheld. Hilliard's revelation answered questions concerning
how the Klan-Nazi group knew where the parade starting
point was located. Handbills and posters issued by the
CWP listed an erroneous starting location. a community
center some distance from the site listed on the permit.

Massive welfare package
passes House
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The House Wednesday passed
a massive welfare package which for the first time sets a
minimum national welfare payment for families with
children.
The bill was passed 222-184 and sent to an uncertain
fate in the Senate.
The House first narrowly defeated a Republican plan to
let states set work requirements for welfare recipients
and to set up a pHot program under which eight states
would determine how federal welfare money is spent.
The welfare package . sponsored by Democratic
leaders. would result in increased benefits for 800.000
recipients in 13 states. increase the federal share of
welfare payments, and make numerous changes in
federal welfare programs.
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One killed; 3
injured in
2-car collision
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A Keota man was killed and
three others hospitalized In a
head-on automobile colliSion
just southwest of Iowa City
Tuesday afternoon, according
to Iowa Highway Patrol officials.

Lawrence S. Mulcahey, 68.
was dead on arrival at VI
Hospitals following the 4 p.m.
collision. The car in whLch he
wa s riding was struck while
traveling south on Highway 1
by a vehicle driven by an Iowa
City woman according to the
highway patrol.
Also injured were:
-NANCY ROSE LUND, 35,
of 319 S. Johnson St. , operator
of the vehicle which a Uegedly
struck Mulcahey. She was
treated and released at Mercy
HospitaL in Iowa City for a
broken nose and cuts, hospital
officials said;
- Joseph Roselund, 3, son of
Nancy Roselund, who received
a broken leg and cuts and was
in Mercy Hospital Wednesday
night in good condition ;
- Adelyn Klein. 73. of Keota,
a passenger in the car driven by"
Mulcahey. She was in stable
condition Wednesday night at
Mercy HospitaL with cuts suffered in the accident.
Officials said the accident occurred when the northbound
vehicle driven by RoseLund
crossed the center line just
southwest of Iowa City to avoid
striking another vehicle that
had slowed to make a left turn .
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THE SCHOOL OF RELIGION
presents

MAHMOUD AYOUR
Centre for Religious Studies,
University of Toronto,

IIREDEMPTIVE SUFFERING IN ISLAM:
REFLECTIONS ON POPULAR PIETY"
November 8,8 pm, 106 Gilmore Hall
liTHE SPIRITUAL LEADER IN ISLAM:
THE SHI'I IMAM AND
THE SUFI TEACHERS"
November 9, 3:30 pm, 106 Gilmore Hall
, liTHE ISLAMIC IDEAL
AND CONTEMPORARY
POLITICAL REALITIES"
November 9, 8 pm, 106 Gilmore Hall
Co-sponsored by Art & Art History, Asian languages
& Literature, Classics, History

Cultural Crossroads
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL 1979
INTERNATIONAL DINNER
November 11, Sunday

6:00 pm in Currier Dining Hall

Presidential panel reviews
handling of foreign crises
WASillNGTON (UPI) - President Carter has ordered
a speciaL paneL to review a highly critical report recommending sweeping changes in the way the administration
deaLs with foreign crises, a White House official said
Wednesday.
The report is critical of a perceived lack of cohesion
within the administration, sloppy crisis management and
bureaucratic infighting at times of crisis among the
White House staff, the State Department and the Pentagon.

Postscripts
Events
Fllmmaklf Wllllim Gil.,." will be lecturing on Filmmaking
In the Midwest at 10:30 a.m. at Old Armory 1021 and on Motion
Picture Lighting Techniques at 2:30 p.m. al Old Armory B-11 .
Woman: The Hidden Alcohollcl will be the topic of a
speech giVan by Ruth Mul r from the Women for Sobriety at the
brown bag luncheon al 12:10 p.m. al fhe Women's Resource
and Action Center.
Wolfglng KoIIIIIH. playwright and short-story wrller. will
read his work and answer questions at 3:30 p.m. In EPB 304.
On-C:lmpue job IntIfYl..1 will be discussed at an Informational maellng lor senlorslntarested In Interviews next sprIng or establishing a credentials IIle'at 4 p.m. In the Union Harvard Room .
8.... 8111ator Art 8l1li1 w II speak on the Issues In the upcoming leglslallve session at the Mill Restaurant. Dinner at 6
p.m. and talk al 9:45 p.m.
Young 81n,," 01 Ampl will meet at O'Kelly'slrlsh Pub at
6 p.m. For Information call 354-7941 or 351-5167.
Alphl KIfIPI ..... prolesslonal bualne81 fraternity. Will meet
at 7 p.m. In the Union lucas Dodge Room. Pledges meet In the
Union Kirkwood Room.
Chi Alpha Clmpua Mlnlalrlee will meet at 7 p.m. In the Upper ~om 01 Old Brick.
AIIIMIIJ Int.natlonlll will hold a lellir-wrltlng work seaslon
at 7:30 p.m. at 515 ~ N. Dubuque St. For Information 08113384749.
Selene. fiction IUItIof .... Hlldtllllll will read al 8 p.m. at
EPB 304.
'riMIe LlndN, and Mlltllrwtn will read poems It 8 p.m. It
Prairie Llghll Book •. L1ndllY II • graduate 01 Ihe Wrlterl
Workshop Ind Irwin will graduate thl. Yllr.
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2 or 3 Pc. Diamond Engagement Set
From $500.00 and Up .

November 8. 9, 10, 11 . 1979

THE REPORT was ,
dents representing
Collegia te Associatil
Liberal Arts Students j
UI Honors Students. .

-MENUAppetizers

Main Courses

Dessert

Turshy (Middle East)
Won Tons (China)
Yaki-Mandu (Korea)
. Chagio (Vietnam)
Chicken Curry (India)
Efo (Nigeria)
Gado-Gado (Indonesia)
Goi (Vietnam)
Sushi Bara Zushi (Japan)
Baklava (Turkey)
Tea & Coffee

Admission : $4.50 adults/ $3.00 children
Tickets available at O.I.E.S., 316 Jessup Hall (353-6249)
.
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CROSS COUNTRY SKI CLINIC
.

with BOB BRUCE

Men's Watches

Sunday, Odober 11 at 1:00 pm

From $175.00 to

Bob Bruce, a representative from Haugen Nordic Products is
a certified ski touring instructor, examiner and a former
racer. Bob will give a presentation and answer your questions. 1 :00 pm-Sunday Oct. 11.
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Open : Mon .• Thurs .• FrI.. 9:00-9:00 Tues .. Wed .• 9:00-5:30
Saturday 8:00-5:30: Sunday 9:00-4:00

Quoted ••.
We can··t have our people engineer B $4.5 million
project just on 8 hunch.
-Bill Blough. Iowa OIty manager lor Hawkeye Cable
Television. discussing the uncertainty of the location of
the tower site. See story. page 1.
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Israeli Parliament agrees
to Cabinet reshuffle
JERUSALEM (UPI) - Prime Minister Menacbem
Begin easily won parliamentary approval Wednesday for
a Cabinet reshuffle that included 4ppointment of a new
finance minister with expanded powers to d~al with
Israel'S inflation-lleset econoll)Y.
The 120-seat Knesset debated several hours before
returning a vote in favor of the Cabinet changes.
Yigael Hurvitz. 61. was then sworn in as finance
minister. Before accepting the job, he demanded and got
authority over a new five-man inner Cabinet empowered
to decide on emergency measures for economic revival.
He last served the government as Minister of Commerce and Industry but quit more than a year ago
because he opposed Israel's peace treaty with Egypt. His
appointment puts another hawk into the leadership ranks.
Israel has asked the United States for $3.5 billion in
military and economic aid for next year - double what it
received last year.

410 Kirkwood Ave.
G,eenhoull & Gird." elm"
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By JAN SANDERsm
St.If Writer
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Gold Jewelry (Neck Chains, Bracelets)
From $250.00 and Up.
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9 S. Dubuque 51. 10'

13191337-5145

Cambus will run two Blue (counterclockwise) and two Red (clockwise) buses
after 6:00 pm.

BLUE ROUTE WILL DEPART
From Stadium Park
:10
From Slater Hall
:13
From Jessu p Hall
: ().4
From Hancher
:11

ARTSUPPLI

2!!!

\

RED ROUTE WILL DEPART:
From Stadium Park
:10
From North Hospital
:01
From Hancher
:06
From Downtown
:00

L

:25
:16
:21
:15

:40
:31
:36
:30

:55
:46
:51
:45

:25

:40

:55

:28

:43

:58

:19

:34

:26

:41

:49
:56

The night Hawkeye bus now runs by North hospitill on the Inbound cycle, this Is an experiment to
see what the ridership Is and how It affects the Hawkeye SChedule. To avoid confusion please be
aware that Cambus picks up riders only at Cambus stops. These SlOpS are clearly marked wilh
Cam bus signs. With the large in/lUX of Jogsers, striders and walkers all about the campus, occasionally a bus may drive by you, thinking you are not lookin8 to ride . Make sure the driver c~ n
see you and knows you want on . A hand wave works wonders.
A strong warning to cars pUling Cambus's while picking up or letting off passengers. There Is a
double yellow line on most streets Cambus runs. II Is against Ihe law to pass on a double yellow
line. Many times our. riders will depart from the bus and walk In front of the bus Into the street. On
many occasions, vehicles passing a Cam bus have had near accidents with these pedestria·ns. Especially bad areas are, the Nursing building Hili, North Hospital and Melrose Ave. by Melrose
Court.
Cambus has contacted Campus Security and Iowa City Police to help with this serious problem.
Cambus means to get tough In this area of passenger safety to prot~ct Its riders.
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Council may set T.A. guidelines'
Kasik said.

By JAN SANDERSON
Siall Writer

RECOMMENDATIONS Included In
the guidelines were:
- an Initial orientation period ap,
propriate to the T.A.'s job;
- routine, on-going departmental
evaluation and feedback to T.A.s by the
whole department or a departmental
committee;
- a supervisor responsible for T.A.s to
whom students can come with complaints concerning T.A. perfonnance ;
- supervision of grading done by
T.A.s;
- an end-()f-semester report from each
T.A.; and
-solicitation of student comments.
Council members discussed the
possibility of recommending a screening process for the selection of T.A.s . .
Philip Hubbard, UI vice president for
student services, said most of the

Guidelines (or the orientation, supervision and evaluation of UI teaching
assistants were approved "in principle" by the Council on Teaching Wednesday afternoon.
The recommended guidelines were
drawn up in an Oct. 12 memo to council
members frOIT) Chairman John Kasik.
Kasik said the guidelines are needed to
" calch major abuses " in T.A.
programs, although he's not sure the
major abuses actually exist.
"Most of the Information we have
received" has indicated there are few
problems with T.A.s, Kasik said.
However, he said, the guidelines
would set uniform standards for all
departments. Departments are currently left to their own discretion in training, supervising and evaluating·T.A.s,

criticisms of T.A.s he has received
have to do with screening foreign applicants for language ability and with the
lack of orientation.
KASIK SAID HE felt that appointing
a person to supervise T.A.s In each
department would give students
someone they could go to with
problems about their T.A. besides the
T:A. or department head.

Touch of Mink
MASSAGE STUDIO
322 E. BENTON
Under New Management
New hours: 10 am-2 am Daily
Closed Sundays

encourage students with complaints
about T.A.s to bring their problems to
department heads. He said advisers
should ask students why they are dropping courses , and if the reason is
because of a T.A., he or she could
recommend the student take the
problem to the department.

The T.A . supervisor could act
without placing either the student or
the T.A. in jeopardy of grade or job, he
added.

Pusak also noted that even if a
faculty member has responsibility for
a course, the T.A. stiU has final
responsibility for grading students.
Kasik suggested that failing or nearfailing grades be reviewed by the
supervising faculty member.

Kasik said the supervisor could field
comptaints about T.A.s not being fluent
in English, a problem he said is hard to
avoid "short of auditioning people" for
T.A. positions.
Council member James Pusak said
academic advisers could be enlisted to

STUDENT MEMBER Mary Jo
Cooley said she feels the guidelines are
I already incorporated in the rhetoric
and core literature departments, in
which more than 75 percent of the
teachlng load is hanqled by T.A.s.

Stop in and ask about our
hospitality program

HUMIDIFIERS
West Bend Humidifiers feature efficient Waterwheel
action; quiet, dependable operation; handsomely
styled cabinets; and full one year warranty. Most
models equipped with automatic humidistat and
empty tank shut off, easy to remove reservoirs (for
easy cleaning), water level gauge, top air flow, direc·.. tional air grids, and easy roll casters.

~~.
Student group representatives
g~J
criticize proposed core changes .Take
By STEPHEN HEDGES

51811 Writer

Student group representatives Wednesday criticized the UI rhetoric program
and the proposed use of proficiency tests.
In a report on the recommended core
course revision, the students said, "We
feel that at present, the quality of the instruction in rhetoric classes is very Inconsistent, ranging from excellent to poor.
"We are unsure whether this inconsistency is the resull of incompetent
teaching assistance or shortcomings of
the program or a combination of both. But
we are sure that the problem lies within
this area."
Kim Cox, president of the Associated
Residence Halls , read the report to
faculty and students attending the fourth
and final hearing on proposed changes in
UI core courses.
THE REPORT was compiled by 17 students representing the ARH , the
Collegiate Associations Council, the
Liberal Arts Students Association and the
UI Honors Students. The statement ad-

dresses some of the proposed core course
revisions recommended last Illonth in a
final report by the UI Committee on
General Educa tion Requirements.
In the final report, the committee
proposed that the current rhetoric requirement be reduced to (our semester
hours for all students; that students be required to take only four semester hours of
literature; that an upper level speaking
and writing colloquium be implemented in
each department of the Liberal Arts
College; that courses entitled Historical
Perspectives and Art and Ethics be introduc~ to replace the current historicalcultural core courses; and that the
p/lysical education requirement be dropped.

READING FROM the student groups'
report, Cox said that if the current
problems continue in the rhetoric
program, "we recommend changing the
rhetoric requirement to one semester for
all students.
" If, on the other hand, substantial
progress is made in alleviating the
problems of the rhetoric program, then

we recommend maintaining the present
system with one exception: (rhetoriC
courses) 10:1 and 10: 2 should be offered
for three semester hours each."
The General Education Committee also
recommended that students be required to
pass a proficiency test at the completion
of rhetoric to pass the course. The student
group report co~emned the tests.
"We feel that the use of proficiency
exams is ill advised," Cox said. "It is our
understanding that proficiency tests do
not adequately assess a students's level o(
learning, which is often dependent upon
the course and the instructor.

"WE FEAR that proficiency tests will
lead to a practice of 'teaching for the
test. ' We feel that a proficiency test
places inordinate emphasis on one test,
thereby disregarding the student's performance in class."
The Educational Policy Committee of
the Liberal Arts College will now review
statements and recommendations presented during the hearings, then will present
a revised edition of the core course revisions to the entire liberal arts faculty.
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Take stock in America.
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds.

Wisconsin on Jan. 12.

Stall Wrller

UI Athl ti Department ol(jcials are coniderlng a tudent leader's "buy back" plan that I
would freq ~me season basketball tickets for
Single-game sales.
For the first time, the 13,000-seat Field House
will be filled by season ticket holders and the
ticket pffice has been forced to turn down more
than 900 student ticket requests and 2,000 requests from the public.
Athletic Depa rtment officials say they will
determine if the plan is workable after Student
Senate President Donn Stanley, who proposed
the plan, discusses the idea at the senate
meeting tonight.
Stanley has proposed tha t studen ts who know
they will not be a ble to attend a game have their
season pass negated for that game and be paid
back at an undetennined amollJlt. The seat
would then be sold as a single game ticket.
Stanley said the plan may be most workable
during the semester brea~ when some students
leave the Iowa City area.
The Hawks play three home games during the
break : Drake University on Dec. 29. Ohio State
'University on Jan. 10 and the University of

ALTHOUGH NO specifics for the plan have
been worked out, Stanley said a $2 ticket refund
~nd a ~ .resale price were discussed at an info
mal meeting Monday with Athletic Department
officials, members of the Board in Control of
Athletics ticket committee and Randall Bezanson, vice president for finance .
Stanley said the plan could also include
faculty-staIr and public tickets. He said it has
not been decided if, for example, the public
could buy student or faculty-staff tickets.
Although no action has been taken by the
Athletic Department, Francis Graham,
associate director of athletics, said he thinks
"something could be worked out along that line.
"I don 't expect a big turnover that way," he
said. "But if we get 100 tickets back that means
we'll make 100 more people happy."
Stanley also proposed that the senate ask students to return guest tickets if they were
purchased for non-students, a plea made by the
Board in Control of Athletics two weeks ago.
Graham said that he did not know whether any
students have complied with the request.
Stanley said he thinks it is important that pleas
come from other students.
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DO YOU WANT TO WORK
WITH YOUNG PEOPLE
IN THE
ROCKY MOUNTAINS?
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Keep warm this winter
with a comfortable, cozy
robe from
Prange Intimate Apparel.
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Ifthe robe of your
choice has a blue
circle on the price
tag ...
00
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Help save energy this winter, wrapped up in a warm, cozy robe from
Prange Intimate Apparel.

10999

no. 4022
2 Speed
Full Size Console
De_lilt "WlltrWiIIII"
Ictill. fIUy 11I....le "

354-4187

INFLATION-FIGHTING
SAVINGS

Limited time only
Ending Nov. 11th

94 99

Model 34056 VIII.lt Sp..d
Reg. $119.99
Humldilles 2,500 sq. It

(Pic....)
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II(

$5

4999

MDdtI 4065 2 sptld
Regular $99.99
Humidities 2,500 sQ . ft.

" II VIr, rewlrdlng,
but demanding worll.
Starting salary S550
plus room. board.
travel expense
Early June to Mid August
You must be 19 and have
completed your soph. yr.
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CONTINUES WITH

22 99

Regular $59.99
Humidifies 2.000 sq . ft.
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Solve The Case of the Ho-Hum Room with Modular .
furniture from Inner Space. It transforms a room into many
rooms; rearranges in a snap to suit your changing moods. Or,
folds-out in seconds to a convenient, comfy sleeper.
Versatile. affordable, contemporary. Choose the color and
texture that solves it all for you.

a

SUPER SPECIALS

Sleeper sola ..... $299.00
Sleeper loveseat . . $259.00
Sleeper chair .. ... $149.00

LUXO LAMPS

Corner unlt ...... $189.00
Ottoman ........ $ 79.00
AD throw pillows .. 25% off

CROWNLITE

LUMAGLO

REG. $26.00
SALE 517.95

REG. 530.00
SALE 519.95

\ .9 .

DRAWING TABLES
24.36
• 31.42
38 .48

• 40% OFF

REG . 69.00
811.00
109.00

. SALE 49.95
54.95
74.95

.

•
FABER CASTELL TO PEN
HEN SET REG. 59.75
SALE 34.00
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

SALE STARTS NOV. 8
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

... How VJill YOU
anange it next?

~
1705 lSI Avenue
Iowa City

351 262 l

I

I
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Whose waste?

The Daily Iowan

Nuclear Regulatory Commission Chairman Joseph Hendrie has endorsed the position that all states. should be responsible for the disposal of the nuclear waste they produce. Following a meeting with
the three governors whose states presently assume the responsibility
for dumping the nation's nuclear waste, Hendrie suggested that Congress should also endorse the policy. Because the problem is so sensitive politically, state and local leaders are unwilling to act.
The political problems inherent in creating nuclear waste dumps in
each of the states are indicative of a central contradiction in the use
of nuclear power: Everyone wants to benefit from it, but no one
wants it living next door. If the question of nuclear power is to be
resolved by the nation in the interests of the nation, we cannot
prolong a situation in which a majority receives its energy value and
a minority suffers the proximity of its danger.
The same thinking that expects three states to bear the burden of
waste disposal also gives us the theory that nuclear energy is much
safer when plants are located in areas that have low-density populations. By exposing smaller numbers of people to the dangers it is
possible to make nuclear energy safer politically - but the potential
physical danger remains the same for those who do live in the area.
Only when the dangers of nuclear energy are fairly distributed can
we expect the nation to come to a sensible conduslon about its use.
Chairman Hendrie's proposal that Congress endorse the policy of "to
each his own waste" is commendable in Its sentiment, but a little
naive politically. If state and local officials are unwilling to propose
nuclear dumping grounds in their regions, It is also likely that Congressional representatives'and senators will avoid the Issue. It is not
always true that fools rush in where angels fear to tread.
The matter should be returned to Chairman Hendries. We have
long suspected that the power of the NRC was not great enough to
keep us safe: Now we must also ask if it is great enough to distribute
the danger we are in equitably.
KOREY WILLOUGHBY
Staff Writer ,
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Sweet-words

I:

It does the heart good to hear a government official - even one as
powerless as Inflation maven Alfred Kahn - say that we should "tax
the hell " out of the oil companies. But what puts the heart back into
Its customary position of despair is the knowledge that "we" whichis to say, the Congress - are not about to do anythingof the sort.
Kahn's employer, Jimmy Carter, wants to put it to the oil companies as well in the form of a windfall profits tax which would then
go toward the developmeht of new energy sources - which is to say,
back to the oil companies, which are branching out into other energy
industries, and toward the develoPillent of nuclear power . Kahn
diverges from this only to the extent that he wants the tax generated
reinvested into the Social Security system to reduce Social Security
taxes, and to assist the poor in fighting high energy costs.
Kahn has, uncharacterically enough, come up with a good idea.
Carter and Congress would do well to listen to him. It probably
wQtlldn't lower inflation - which is supposedly what Kahn gets paid
for - but it could buffer its effects. But Carter's sullen loyalty to his
own plan and Congress' reluctance to offend the rich and influential
oil biggies cancel out any chance the plan might have had. In the
madness of U.S energy policy', Ka1m's ·deajs far too_s-ensible to
survive.

Readers: Basketball, libraries, big biz

MICHAEL HUMES
Editorial Page Editor

Iran ... again

,

The occupation of the u.s. embassy in Iran grows more and more
complica ted. Iranian Prime Minister Bazargan and his entire ca binet
resigned over the affair; the PLO has announced it will send a
delegation to Tehran to try to save the hostages' lives; the Ayatollah
Khomeini has issued statements backing the embassy occupiers' demands that the shah be returned to Iran for trial and that relations
with the United States be broken ; and now, there has been the threat
of a cut-off of all Iranian oil to the United States. The Carter administration,meanwhile, has forsworn the use of force in freeing the
hostages, although it must be wondered if that pledge can be held as
the internaponal tensions generated by the affair intensify.
The immediate cause of this situation was the entrance into the United States of the deposed shah for medical treatment. President Carter had to give the shah special permission to enter the countr on
humanitarian grounds to receive treatment for gall bladder problems
and lymphatic cancer. It would be pointless now to quibble about
whether or not the shah should have been allowed in the country;
whatever his history, he is no less deserving of medical care because
of it. But it Is unfortunate that his entry could have caused this situation.
But can the situation really be mitigated by assenting to the demands of the occupiers? Probably not; to meet their demands now
wiU almost certainly lead to another such occupation with its usual
accompanying set of demands. But another disturbing side of that
analysis is that even if the demands are met, more occupations will
still occur - the history of such events makes a thick volume with
numerous entries. And as far as the demand that Iranian-U .S. relations be broken, that would perhaps be the most satisfactory resolution for all involved.
What should be born in mind is that, like so many other U.S . foreign ·
policy debacles lately, the embassy occupation is a result of past U.S.
foreign policy - ultimately, it is a crisis of our own making. Our
record of unquestioning support for the shah has long been coming
back to haunt us, and the embassy occupation is but another
manifestation of this. This does not, of course, excuse the occupiers
- they have repeatedly threatened death to the hostages, and one
must suppose they would be blithe to carry out that threat. But what
it does mean is that this could have been anticipated and preventative
measures taken before the fact.

Tina McPhee
To the Editor:
I am writing in regard to the letter to
the editor of Oct. 23 about the proposed
dropping of the core requirement for
physical education because of the great
participation in intra murals.
I am a great believer in physical
education and the Improvement of the
condition of the badly out of shape
American public. I am definitely against
dropping the PE requirement. In fact, I
would rather see the requirement increased .
I am aiso a great believer and participant in intramural athletics. According
to N. Peggy Burke, Physical Education
and Dance Department Chairwoman,
"taking part in intra murals is no more
phsical educatiori than singing in the
shower is music education." Ms. Burke,
have you ever observed any intramural
sport? The person who is serious about
intramurals knows that intramurals are
very physically demanding and competitive.
Even though I am against dropping the
PE requirement, I would much rather
see UI students compete in intramurals
as opposed to taking such PE classes as
billiards, bowling or relaxation techniques. How can these PE classes improve
the shape of our American public that
overeats and is digging Itself into its own
grave? If physical condilion is what you
are worried about, why don't you increase the PE requirement or at least
make sure the skills are properly taught
and do something for the improvement
of America's physical conditlon.

MICHAEL HUMES.
Editorial Page Editor

Ken O'Brien
2138 Quad
n

The Daily Iowan

To tbe Editor:
It just isn't fair! I'm a terribly upset
freshman. It just blows my mind to discover I won't be able to see even one
basketball game the great Hawkeyes
will be playing this season.
I agree with the ideas stat«:d in the
"Ticket mania" editorial in the Oct. 24
DI. The present plan of allotting 6,000
tickets to students, 2.600 to faculty and
staff and 4,700 to the general public not
only isn 't a good plan, but by cutting
each section by ten percent and selling
individual tickets the day of the game, a
profit can be made. Not only might a
person get to see one game, which is better than none, but the Athletic Department could double the price of an individual ticXet lind receive a 100 percent
profit from each one.
Also, if the freshmen are to be excluded this year, how many of them will
want to see the Hawks play basketball
next year ? After all , we all pay the same
tuition . so why are we being discriminated against? It's possible that
many of us would lose interest in the
team - and where would that leave
their pep section for next year?
I say the Board in Control of Athletics
should reconsider the plan. I'm sure they
would be upset if they were in our shOl:s.
The proposed plan of the 10 percent cut
seems the ideal solution at this time. It's
not too late!
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To the Editor:
I wou Id like to respond to the
hysterical letter by Michael Streb. He
points out that Jane Fonda and Tom
Hayden speak out against big business
and free enterprise, yet earn money
from and use the facilities of big
business. OC course they do. They are
against big business, not airplanes or
other means of transportation. They
earn their money from the system 90
they can use it to change the Cree enterprise system; that's the way thing are

done here. You only get money from the
outside if you are running for the Senate.
I would also like to point out that their
stand on nuclear power does not stink, as
Streb so elegantly put it. Wanting to save
lives and hardship is not a bad ide~ We
don 't need nuclear power ; we won't be
short of power if the corporations don't
create one. If Streb is worried about the
world having enough energy. he should
look at the broader picture. One problem
is that it is profitable for the corpora -

I Letters
tions that Streb so adll1!reli to ,~~
energy and resources by making goods
that easily break down and use too much
energy, when they own the patents and
copyrights for better products. We have
all noted the integrity of of the companies who are worried about an energy
shortage. Their record-making profits
are still roUing in.
I would also like to know where Streb
wouid put the nuclear waste. Would he
store it in a pit in the Black Hills? Maybe
he would put it in one of those metal containers that are supposed to safely hold
the waste for 40 years but start leaking
large does of radiation after only five
years? No. now that I think about it,
Michael must be right. Anyone who
would stand for people unnecessarily
getting luekemia, their stand must stink.
In another part of his letter Michael
blames Jane for the plight of the boat
people. He points out that she should be
helping these people rather than doing
anything else. Aconclusion he must have
come to after calmly analyzing all the
political happenings that have gone on in
the last twenty years. I think Michael
may have been overly influenced by the
propaganda that follows Jane Fonda
wherever she goes, propaganda paid for
by Con Edison and other fun-loving corporations. All r have to say about this
tactic is, "I think the corporations doth
protest too much."
Doug Helmick
335 Reinow
To the Editor:
RE : Michael Streb's letter of Oct. 30.
So you feel that big businesses have
made the U.S. the greatest country in
the world. [ think you're making a few
big assumptions here that are unacceptable.
•
First of all, it sounds as though you
believe that our nation and ours alone,
receive all directs benefits of the corporations. Did you ever stop to think that
some of these giants could be considered
as countries in themselves?
Don't be fooled by the lack of physical
borders. Large conglomerates have
their own governments (boards of directors) , and plenty of people (the hundreds
of thousands of dedicated employees) ,
and, in many cases, a with Exxon,
wield more economic power than at
least a third of the world's nations. I
wonder how much power our president
or congress actually has over such
monslrosl ties.
S condly . who told you that this country is "the greatest? " Europe? The
Middle-East? Cambodia ? Cuba? Fat
chance. More likely, such lines are continually being fed to us by the media
through the use of advertising, which I
often, but not always, sponsored by big
corporations. And w mustn't forget the
influence of the media corporations
themselve . 1 find myaelf asking : the
greatest what?
In your letter, the aTllUments used to

criticize Tom Hayden and Jane Fonda's
practice of biting the hands that feed
them, could have been applied to anyone
who has ever owned or used cars,
planes, microphones or paper. This
would mean that only those people who
. have never used any of these articles
deserve the right to speak against those
things they oppose. What nonsense!
I defend your right to disagree with
Hayden and Fonda's stand on energy. If
you are content to lie around waiting for
someone to "sell you a system that will
light and heat your home a£(ordably,"
then more power to you (pardon the
pun). You'll gel sold all right, I guarantee you. Meanwhile, hundreds of other
private individuals are solving their own
energy j) ~l fn With SOlar' ''1Id, other
non-centralized forms of power, instead
of waiting around for industry to make
the decisions for them.
Yes, I must agree, it takes " nerve" to
speak out against the present system,
but not the kind that you meant in your
letter. I appla ud the nerve of Tom
Hayden and Jane Fonda.
Incidentally, "America" is not a country at all, but rather a pair of continents
of which our United States forms only a
part. Sound picky? Fight it out with the
other three-fourths of America .
Lindsay Alan Park
122 East Church Sl.

on feminist humor or censorship represent '· good" journaliam is not even the
real issue here. So far , it is a question of
one reader's having objected to an arti·
cle on femmist humor, and to Korey
Willoughby' support of a film which he
himself condellllls, but that another
reader is now defending as justifiably
printed. We will never get anywhere if
we do (lot leave behind the level of these
articles themselves and discuss jour·
nali m per se. We must ask two ques·
tions : What goes into the article? Would
that article be printed? Let's examine
the media's coverage of two recent
events: th pope's visil and the National
March for Gay Rights which took Jllace
in Washington three weeks (J.
"
The media sa id that the pop 'at racted
2,000.000 to the Boston Comm s. Other
sources estimated the crowd to be
around 200,000. The Boston Commons is
too small to hold 2,000,000. The media
said that 70 ,000 gays marched in
Washington on Ott. 14. People who attended said the crowd was more like
270,000. Why this media hype for the
pope. and dismissal for all those gays?
The pope is supposed to be dear to all our
little American hearts, and homosexuality i supposed to be corrupt.
The preceding peaks for what goes
into a n w paper article. That is only the
fi rst stage. The second stalle involves
the editorial decision which condones or
condemns any given article. Without a
doubt. an article printed by a paper such
a the Village Voice would never make it
into the DI. Why? Because the DI
readership lives by a different code of
valu than your typical Village Voice '
reader. Whether or not the Dl chooses to
print an article of radical political con·
tent is tempered by its own editorial
policies. which in turn are decided by the
p ople who will PlIY to buy, and
therefore keep going, this particular
political enterprise.

.

To the Editor:
Casey M. Payne's letter in the Nov. 2
DI questions the responsibility of certain
editorial decisions : Should the editors
have "allowed" the publication of an aoticle on feminist humor and how humor
has been condescending to women, or
Korey Willoughby's commentary on The
Life of Brian? A newspaper is supposed
to report events and usually will carry
editorials. A feminist comedienne appeared here on Oct. 26. Perhaps Beth
Gauper should have restricted her article of Oct. 29 to the following statement:
Now we have a broader perspective
"Feminist humorist Robin Tyler apwith
which to judge the DI's editorial
peared last Friday at 8 p.m. in McBride
policie . Believe it or not, Mr. Payne.
Auditorium. Tickets were on sale for $4
de plte the fact that you find two artl·
iii advance and $5 at the door." This is as
cle "bad" writing, the DI is still very
much as the advertising posters said,
Midwestern, very mainstream. It
and is certainly entirely objective. To
reflects a homogenous population very
expand this hypothetical "article" Into a
concerned wi th the status quo.
full-blown one , however , Gauper
elaborated in the most logical, or at
So what should the Dl print? Let's face
least the most readily available, direcit : people will never agree on political
tion: a discussion of what feminist . is ues. But please, do not try to prevent
humor is. Payne further state that
both sides from being heard! Who Ilives
Gauper " Iectu red" us on feminist
you the right to decide what opinions
humor. (This) indicates more the atpeople may xpre s? There are a lot of
titude of the listener than her lone. Such
people out there who belon, to
an impatient reader obviously disapminorities, any minority, It doesn't mat·
proves of the whole Idea . Maybe he felt
ter which one or on . They deserve to
like he was being lectured to, but did not
read about events which ' relate to their
have the same implltient, "Hurry up and
personal experlenc s.
get it over with" attitude. No. Beth
1 always read things 1 disagree with.
Gauper's article was not entirely objec(And ) quite frankly, the reactionary at·
tive; it was appreciative, and it is that
titudes displayed in the letters of this
which offends. So Payne considers it
past seme ler anger me: xenophobia
"bad" journalism. But then, journalism
over
foreign TA . big-busines vs. nois never entirely objective. Let us do
nukes,
creation vs. evolution, sexism,
away with the illusion that it is devoid of
heterosexlsm. Yet 1 would never suggelt
political content.
As for whether Korey WUloughby .' that both ides not be represented. When
we tak a stand, it Is because thele
could justifiably criticize the uproar
things
have meaning 10 US pel"SOlllUy, no
over The Life of Brian without having
matter which side we are on. We always
seen the film herself, it does not really
have a stake in our personal opinions. So
matter whether or not she has seen It.
where do you come off playlnl God? We
She was not writing so much on the conaU have the right to be heard I So let
tent of the film as. on the attltude of peothem write about feminist humor. and
ple who try to censor it. On one level,
let us ridicule censorship!
this Is a pertinent local issue, given the
Idolatrous reception of the pope In Des
Perhaps you would care to elaborate
MOines, as opposed to the recent fear
on the "responsible editiorial decislOlll"
elicited In Cedar Rapids by those "devil
made by the paper yOIl wprted for In
worshippers" Kiss. On a broader level,
Mississippi. Better yet, don't tell me. U
she criticizes censorship in general, and
it was In MissiSSippi, I'd rlther not
Its obstruction of our right to choose
know.
what we wlll hear .
But whether or not any of the articles
Victoria MellXll
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This winter the government may tell
Americans that they should limit their intake of
sugar, sodium, fats and cholesteroL
Dr. D. Mark Hegsted of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture says that many Americans may
already know thaI. But in his visit to the UI
Wednesday , he said that development of a
government policy may lead to food labels that
would include the amounts of those elements in
products.
Hegste<!, administrator of the USDA Human
Nutrition Center, said, "No it's not new at alL
Most of the public's ahead of the government
agencies. What it does, though , is at least make
it SOrt of official policy of the agency. And what
we're going to do is interpret that in terms of
food ."

~

THE NATIONAL Academy of Sciences is expected to issue guidelines not only for the
minimum amounts necessary for good health ,
but also the maximum amounts needed. But
Hegsted says such guidelines, in addition to
providing essential nutritional information,
have to be made acceptable to the public.
"I think there are two levels of responsibillty, " he said. "The first is to provide the appropriate advice. You know I've always argued
that we have the right to be damn fools if we
want to be, but we ought to (provide advice) .
Even if the public doesn 't respond I think WE'
have an obligation to tell them.
"On the other hand some people do respond ,
and I'm sure a portion are certainly concerned .. .! don't expect any miracles, but whether
we can measure the response or not I'm convinced we have to do it."

Op-ed means "opposite the editorial" pege end features Interesting commentary and MWS features about local, national
and world Issues.
The primary goal of Op-ed Is top serve as an extension of
the public forum offered by newspapers. Readers are Invited
to participate and submit "guest opinions" and articles. II you
are Interested, contact Nell Brown at the DI, 353-6210 .

Medics:

The average adult woman, he said, eats 1,500
calories per day. " And with that number of
calories, you ha ve a hard time getting enough
nutrients," he said.
Hegsted said that although sugar intake
should be limited, sugar has been "overattacked." He said he believes that it's not a
direct cause of disease, except dental problems,
but sugar intake should be reduced to increase
nutrient density. "I don't know any real advantage it has," he said. " And it certainly doesn't'
have any nutritionally, I know."

Hegsted will attempt to tell Americans that ,
for example, the percentage of fats in our total
caloric intake should be reduced from about 40
percent to 30-35 percent. He also says the percentage of sugar should be reduced from 20 percent to about 10 percent and consumption of salt
and cholesterol , which in recent years has
fallen , need to be limited.
ALL OF THIS, he says, would lead to better
health, especially improvrnent of resistance to

u.s.

WASHINGTON (UPI ) - Two U.S. medical
authorities have warned that the United States
is falling behind Western Europe and some
Latin American nations in developing new arid
e{fecUve approaches to health planning and

care.
"The United States has lost the innovative
edge in developing new approaches to solving its
health problems and should look to its Latin
American neighbors for ideas," said Dieter
Koch-Weser .£lIairman of Harvard University's
Department olPreventive and Sodal Medicine.
Koch-Weser criticized the " lack of public service orientation" by U.S. medical schools and
bealth institutions and said "there is a great

ASKED IF HE is advocating what many
natural foods specialiSts have been saying all
along, he said, "That's partly right. I'm not selling natural foods, though. I'm interested in the
composition of foods, not whether they happen
to be processed or nol. " .
But he added that the guidelines will probably
also include recommendations that more fruits,
vegetables and whole grains be consum~ .
While he believes that nutritional needs should
be met, Hegsted said the guidelines developed
will be only educational in nature, and that the
individuals will have to decide whether to
adhere to them.
"I think if watching your diet is going to make
you uncomfortable three times a day then it's
probably better to forget about it, " he said, "but
it's not difficult to limit fat, sugar, sodium and
cholesterol.
"You ought to be moderate in the way you
eat," he said. " But if the medidine is worse than
the disease, then I guess my inclination would
be - go ahead and have a heart attack."

health care is falling

deal our medical schools could learn from the
innova tive health care efforts going on in countries like Guatemala and Colombia."
Milton I. Roemer, public health professor of
the University of California, said that a lack of
national finanCing for health care is causing the
United Stales "to move more slowly" than
Western Europe toward effective health plann-.
ing.

By United Press International

heart attacks. "The lX!st data is related to heart
attacks ," he said . " Half of Americans die of
heart attacks. That's probably the best way to
die. But it's a matter of when. One-third of tho~
occur before age 65. And that's too early. We expect not to reduce the number of heart attacks,
but delay the onset."
When sugar and fats make up an excessive
amount of one's total caloric intake, the results
can be nutritionally disasterous, he said.
" If we have 20 percent sugar and 40 percent

According to Roemer, health planning in the
United SIales is weak and decentralized becau~e
it is " not buttressed by national economic support," such as some sort of national health care
insurance.
. Koch-Weser and Roemer were two of the 30
participants from eight hemispheric nations

I

by Garry Trudeau

Iowan.

fats, then we only have 40 percent to carry the
protein, vitamins and minerals," he said. "And
Americans are now eating very little food. "

By TERRY IRWIN

DOONESBURV

Op;ed appears every Tuesday and Thursday In The Dally

The government and your diet
UnIversIty Editor
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ignore the need for change," Guerrero said .
" Their students are not prepared or willing to
, bring health care to the segments of your popTHE CONFERENCE WAS held Oct. 28 to
ulation who are outside the health system."
Nov. 1 at the Project HOPE Health Sciences
Guerrero and other ofthe Latin American and
Education Center in Millwood, Va., some 60
Caribbean delegates particularly deplored the
miles west of Washington.
lack of coordination in the United Stales betIn addition to U.S. delegates, the Project
ween what is taught at medical schools and the
HOPE meeting also was attended by health exnation's health care needs.
perts and physicians from Canada , Brazil,
Colombia , Guatemala , Venezuela, Jamaica and
Roemer, who called for more national health
Barbados.
care planning arid financing in the United
One of the Latin American delegates , ColomStates. said other industrialized lands such as
bian health expert Rodrigo Guerrero, told the
Britain , Scandinavia, West Gennany and Japan
"have more successfully achieved deliberate
conference he agreed with Koch-Weser 's
criticism of American medical schools.
planning of health resources to meet social
"Medical schools in the United States often
needs."
that toOk part in a four.<Jay conference on "Urban and Rural Heal th Ca re in the Americas."

Kennedy's
lead over
Carter is
narrowed
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By United Press International

~

• A. Yankelovich poll

released Sunday in Time
Magazine shows that
since Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy announced his
candidacy for the
Democratic presidential
nomination , his popularity lead over President Carter has
narrowed.
The poll §Bid Kennedy
now leads Carter 49 percent to 39 percent compared to a two-to-one lead
last summer.
Renewed Southern support for Carter and a
growing belief that Kennedy is " too liberal" accounts for the shift, the
poll said.
Kennedy's confidence
rating in handling
economic , energy and
foreign affairs was three
times higher than Carter's, the poll indicated.
And of those polled, 76
percent felt Chappaquiddick was not a factor in
the public view of Kennedy.
IN THE SURVEY of
1027 voters polled Oct. 2325, Carter has also pulled
ahead of Republican
Ronald Reagan 45 percent to 41 percent.
The poll also showed
that California Gov .
Jerry Brown's popularity
compared to Carter is
lower than in August, by
24 percent to 64 percent.
Among Republican
presidential hopefuls , the
poll ranked Reagan first
with 42 percent popularity. John Connally
polled 17 percent, Sen.
Howard Baker, 16 percent and George Bush 6
percent.
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A real component stereo system at
an affordable price.

W

$369
90 days same'as cash
I

hile some stores will laugh at ~u for expecting "real" component stereo at this
price, we have something for you that is
not only the real article, but sounds unmistakably
wonderful.
Our components include a pair of Advent/3
speakers - the least expensive speakers we know
of with really believable wide- range sound. They
sound very much like Advent's more expensive
speakers and they're a Size that fits perfectly in most
dorm rooms and other small to medium listening
areas.
We power the Advent/3's with the Yamaha
CH~20 receiver, an excellent piece of equipment
with clean, low-distortion sound and superb FM
and AM reception, The record player is the
BSR~50S automatic tumtabl~ with dustcover and
ADe cartridge with diamond stylus.
Come hear this combination and you'll be convinced that ~u can find excellent component
stereo for only $369.

or

$80.07 down and $27.07 per month·

338·9505

409 Kirkwood Ave.

PENDLETON.
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Looking your leisurely best Is eal:iY In this claSSic plaid sport
shirt of 100% wool from Pendleton. Bold and brightly styled,
It's the rugged outdoor accent that's just right with your
favorite jeans or cords. Available in a handsome selection of
plaids. SIZ8S S, M, L, XL. $34-$50.

St. Clair·'ohasOD
1

"Where good clothing II not Ixptnllw,"
124 Eat WUhlnglon
OJ*' MondaY' , ThurldaY' till 8:00

Two men charged with arson
Edem Ekwo 01 rural Swisher, according to a sheriff's department press
release,

By ROY POSTEL
Staff Writer

Two Iowa City men have been
charged with three counts of arson
each following a Johnson County
Sheriff's Department investigation of
recent fires causing more than $55,000
damage in the rural Iowa City area.
The sherri!'s department arrested
26-year-old Garnett M. Snapp of 1033 E.
Washington St., on Monday, and Kenneth D. Thompson, 23, of 1038 Daln St.,
Tuesday morning.
Charges filed in Johnson County District Court on Tuesday allege that the
two Iowa City men set three fires occurring during the early morning hours
on Nov. 1 and Nov. 4.
Swisher Fire Chief James Pudil
ruled arson to be the cause of two lires
on Nov. I - one at a rest area located
north of Iowa City on Highway 218, and
one at a barn at the residence of Dr.

THE PRESS release also said arson
caused an early morning bam fire on
Nov. 4 at the Warren Wallen home on
the 12th Avenue ExtenUon north of
Coralvi11e,
Each man has been charged with two
counts of second-degree arson - for
the fires at the Ekwo and Wallen
residences - and one count of thirddegree arson in connection with the
rest area fire, court records indicate,
An estimated $35 ,000 damage
resulted from the Nov. 1 fire at the
Ekwo residence, The press release
says the barn and its contents were
"totally destroyed,"
Ekwo owned the barn, but the
property contained in the barn
belonged to another Swisher man, John
Osland ,

Osland said the lire destroyed a,plow
and about 270 balls 01 hay , He estimated his total loss at $600,
Swisher officials arrived at the fire
at about 2:30 a.m., but the fire was so
hot they contacted Ii refighters In Ely
and North Liberty to get extra water to
control the blaze, Osljlnd said,
"It was very windy that night and all
the men could do was to keep the fire
from spreading to other buildings on
the property," Osland stated, He added
there were several Holstein heifers in
the barn, but all the livestock escaped
without injury,
"We were very lucky no one was in·
jured," Osland commented.
THE SECOND barn fire , allegedly
set Nov, 4 on the Wallen property north
of Coralville, resulted In $20,000
damage. The entire bam and itll contents , Including a tractor , was
destroyed, according to the press

To

Riverside chamber 'joins
intervenors i.n F-518 suit
the Riverside Chamber of Comm~rce
jOined three other Intervenors 011 behalf of
the state Department of Transportation in
the city's Freeway 518 suit Wednesday,
With the granting of the Riverside
chamber's petition of intervention by
Johnson County District Judge Robert E.
Ford, the organization joins the Iowa City
Chamber of Commerce, the Johnson
County Board of Supervisors and the city
of Hllls as DOT intervenors in the suit.
In riling the petition, attorneYlrfor the

Iftverslde chamber contend the DOT's
proposed F·518 alignment would benefit
the Riverside business community ; that
its business community would be
damaged by delays in the highway's construction ; and that such delays would occur if Iowa City's suit Is successful.
CUVE CLARK, one of the attorneys
represen ling Iowa Ci ty, said the city
chose not to resist the intervention by the
Riverside chamber or the ooe by Hills.
Iowa City's attorneys lost an earlier

Nursing College
associate dean
resigns position

~~

release,
Wallen said he lost 600 to 700 bails of
hay but' no Jlvestock.
The first of the three fires aJlegedly
set by Snapp and Thompson was the
one at the Highway 218 rest area,
Asheriff's deputy discovered the fire
while on routine patrol and contacted
the Swisher Fire Department at about
2 a.m, Nov. I, the press release stated,
The statement Issued by Sheriff Gary
Huges added that the restrooms suf·
fered only minor damage,
According to PudlJ, the rest area fire
was contained in a short time, "Just after we got the trucks Inside , we
received a second call. "
'QIat was the summons to the Ekwo
pr6perty,
Snapp and Thompson both appeared
before Magistrate Jay Stein on Tuesday, He set ball at $5,000 each and
scheduled a prellminary hearing for
both men on Nov, 16,
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challenge of the interventions by the Iowa
City Chamber of Commerce and the
Johnson County Board of Supervisors in a
ruling issued July 31.
Iowa City has asked for a permanent
halt to construction of F-518 along the
DOT's alignment between Highway I and
the intersection of Interstates 380 and IK)
until the DOT reaches agreement with the
city on the freeway 's construction.
ADec, 18 trial date has been set to hear
the suit in Johnson County District Court.
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lion was unrelated to the eontroversy . and tha t she will
remain at the college as a
tenured assistant professor,
Barritt said Ostmoe is "an
excellent administrator and an
excellent teacher, She has a
very important position, (The
Nursing College ) is a very
large, complex college, and it
needs someone with a top notch
nursing background and a top
notch
administrative
background,"
OstomE!! said she "does no
think her resigna tion "will
have an adverse effect" on th
college,
After Barritt's resignation,
VI officials said they hoped to
find a new dean by July 1. Psychology Associate Professor
Sue Rosner is currently acting
as the college's dean, Rosner
said she could not comment on
Ostmoe's resignation until she
officially informed the Nursing
OSTMOE SAID her resigna- College faculty.

By JUDITH GREEN
SIIII Writer
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UI College of Nursing Assistant Dean Patricia Ostmoe is
resigning effective June 30, The
Daily Iowan learned Wednesday,
Ostmoe, who was appointed
in 1972 by former Nursing
College Dean Evelyn Barritt,
said she is resigning "primarily
because I've been assistant
dean {or seven years. Seven
years is a long lime to be an
assistant dean,"
Last spring and summer, ext nal and internal rev)ew comtee' itudi~ tile lifting
Ooll ege ' s programs and
procedures, The review committee reports, which sharply
criticized Barritt's attitude
toward some tenured Nursing
College faculty and the bickering between the college's administration and tenured
faculty members , led to
Barritt's resignation in September,
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[~~~E~eman =~~!:~~~~~~!~~~;~~~!~~~~~?!~~~~:~
His fellow science fiction writer Algis Budrys
wrote that Joe Haldeman "exemplifies all that
Is best about the new sf generation," tempering
• "hard science" education (B.S. In physics and
astronomy) with a liberal academic awareness
(M.F.A., 1975, from the Iowa Wrlters
Workshop). Budrys praised Haldeman's " considerable story-telling JlOwer and the ability to
create dramatic ideas," so that "even when he
is mediocre" (this quotation comes (rom a
mixed review of Mlndbrldge) he has "a broad
selection of resources to carry him over the
doldrums."
The 36-year-old Haldeman, like many sf
writers, began with short stories and novellas in
the low-budget sf magazines, then progressed to
, novels. He stands out among the newer sf
writers because his science is technically
lbetter-grounded (he edited Astronomy
,magazine for "one disastrous month - best
issue they ever put out," says his vita defiantly) , but also because he manages to create real
people within a genre about as conducive to
character development as a Louis l' Amour
Western.
His Vietnam experience colors, to some extent, all his work; those pieces which do not
overtly deal with war describe faceless
bureaucracies that turn people into machines.
The joyous, cynical, profane humor of his

terested in stretching the bounds of sf; he is a
social critic, a craftsman and an entertainer,"
said Joan Gordon, a doctoral candidate at the UI
who is writing her dissertation on him.

HALDEMAN HAS also developed a stylistic
mechanism that functions as a self-correcting
technique for one of sf's commonest faults .
"Science or technology is one of the things people read science fiction for," wrote Gordon in a
review, "and it is often a problem to Insert the
information necessary for the advancement of
the plot without stopping that plot in its tracks."
Haldeman, like John Dos Passos in U.S.A., uses
excerpts from documents file folders ,
statistical summaries, fictional histories, bills
of lading, military orders, letters, television
scripts - both to connect the segments of the
narrative and provide it with neutral information carriers. There is very little straight narration, for example, in MIDdbridge, which, wrote
Budrys, "cobbles up a tense, reasonably consecutive, often engagingly witty means of telling a story tha t would look much worse if laid
out in a straight line."
Haldeman'S best-known novel , The Forever
War (1975), won the Hugo (sf fans) and Nebula
(sf writers) Awards as best novel of its year.
His other books include his only non-sf novel,
War Year, a GI diary from Vietnam ;
Mlndbrldge, which won the 1978 Galaxy Award;

Haldeman has written over 20 sf short storfes
and nine short novels, published in magazines
like Galaxy, Amazing and Analog (pulp
periodicals of the sf trade) and the higherquality Omni ; he has also written two sf plays, a
screenplay, several essays. He has edited two
anthologies, Cosmic Laughter (to counter sf's
prevailing mood of " deadly seriousness," says
its introduction) and Study War No More (fictional essays in "man's second-oldest contact
sport"), and a c,ollection of his own stories,
lDfinlte Drea ms.

HIS OUTPUT includes some unabashed subliterature: two "adventure novels" for Pocket
Books under the house pseudonym "Robert
Graham ," and two Star Trek novels, PllUlet of
Judgment and World Without End. These last
two are not among Haldeman's finest prose, but
their obvious quality emphasizes the clone-like
character of that endless stream of "logs" by
James Blish and Alan Dean Foster.
Leonard Isaacs paid The Forever War,
Haldeman's finest novel, the compliment of
calling it "more an anti-war tract than a science
fiction novel," with prose " sharp~ged as a
weapon." War's "compression of atavism and
irony," as Martin Levin called it, describes war
in the future - the same mindless exercise in
human destruction that currently exists, compounded QY Einsteinian dynamics (the soldiers,

home planet). The cynical ending (the conflict
between Us and Them, it turns out, is
precipitated by mutual ignorance rather than
hostile or incompatible natures) is in an age-old
sf tradition. Once, however, one gets past the
major extrapolative premise, said Budrys, "the
rest is good writing about human nature, perceptivelyobserved" :

"TONIGHT WE'RE going to show you eight
silent ways to kill a man." The guy who said
that was a sergeant who didn't look five years
older than me. So if he'd ever killed a man in
combat, silently or otherwise, he'd done it as an
infant.
I already knew eighty ways to kill people, but
most of them were pretty noisy. I sat up straight
in my chair and assumed a look of polite attention and fell asleep with my eyes open .. .
(After the lecture) "Any more questions?"
Nobody raised a hand.
"OK. Tench-hut!" We staggered upright and
he looked at us expectantly.
" Fuck you , sir," came the familiar tired
chorus.
"Louder! "
"FUCK YOU , SIR!" One of the Army's lessinspired morale devices.

F.alures Edllor

,

While western Europe was struggling
through the poverty and superstition of
the Dark Ages, Islam was the major
political force in Africa, southeastern
Europe, the Mideast and Asia. By the
time its expansion ceased, evangelistic
zeal and military might had carried the
religion of Mohammed from the western
shores .of Africa to Indonesia and the
Philippines. Even a t the time of the
Protestant Reformation, troops of the
Turkish empire were at the gates of
Vienna.
A high culture built on Islamic
scholarship produced impressive artistic,
intellectual and literary achievements.
For example, when the West finally
struggled out of its torpor, the ancient
Greeks such as Plato and Aristotle, whose

thought became the basis of Western
philosophy, were rediscovered only
through Arabic translations.
Now, after centuries of relative dormancy , Islam is again exerting itself as
power to be reckoned with - the so-called
Islamic Revival. The calls by Mideast
Moslem states for a jihad (holy war)
against Israel, the conservative revolution of Ayatollah Khomeini in Iran, the
call for a return to Islamic purity in
Pakistan, the insurrection against the
Soviet-supported regime in Afganistan all have served notice that Islam is reemerging as political force.
ISLAMIC SCHOLAR Mahmoud Ayoub,
research associate at the Center for
Religious Studies of the University of
Toronto, will be on the UI campus today
and Friday under the sponsorship of
School of Religion. Friday at 8 p.m. in

Iweater,

During the years the building's fate
was hanging in the balance, Zastrow had
been stockpiling antiques and accessories for the future restaurant. An
engineering evaluation he commissioned
to determine the strength of the foundations came back "very, very good."
Bushnell's staff, attorneys, architects,
builders, and people from the Division
for Historical Preservation spent 2'h
years working on the proposal, and
within a month after the City Council
chose the College Block Pa rtners to
develop the parcel, work began.
RICHARD KRUSE, project designer
from Hansen Lind Meyer, helped incorporate Zastrow's " hodgepodge of Victorian things" into a cohesive design.
"The interesting thing about the
Bushnell's project is it turned out it wd
in much better shape than we 'd
thought," he said. Even so, the entire interior had to be gutted , the floor supported with basement columns and the
southeast wall rebuilt. The purchase had
been made on the condition that the
building be restored faithfully, so work

ARCHITECT Nagel also admires
Lovelace's work. "I think we ought to
give an award to the original architect,
and one to the present one," he said.
Nagel said the building got points for innovative yet not " overdone" restoration
and consistency of new and old features,
among other things. Nagel, a native of
Iowa City, said he wishes so many old
buildings hadn 't been tom down. "( had
my eye on a few that it didn't make any
sense to tear down," he remarked.
Nevertheless, Kruse said, many
buildings in Iowa City just didn't
measure up, due to an inferior local
brick that was widely used. "And no
matter when buildings are built there's
the same kind of economic pressure to
get the most for the dollar," he added.
So, it appears, Zastrow got a very well

• CLOTHING
(lower level)
• FURNISHINGS
(lit Floor)
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Downtown Iowa City

Put a 01 Classified
to work

$5 OFF Warm
Winter Clothing
During Customer
Appreciation DaYII
• Sweaters
• Ski Wear (Bibs and Suits)
• Winter vests

• Winter jackets

• SHOES
(2nd Floor)

WITH EACH
AND EVERY

$10 00

.pent

OUR ENTIRE STOCK
NOW SEVERELY REDUCED
FOUR MORE DAYSI

~O

• Winter coats

FOUR FLOORS
TO SERVE YOU

Men's & Women's Clothing

Downtown· Acroee from 1M lIIeIdhou.. a.r

and even up to

designed building, for a give-away price
of $13,000. But that was only the beginning.

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION
DAYS

Somebody Goofed J.. Shop

Pleated and circle skirts
In shadow plaids and
English tweeds ...
Team with fur blend
sweaters for a plushable experience,
crunchy luxurious yarns
In the juicy fruit colors.
Fashion with value,
at Seiferts!

Professor Ayoub, author of Redemptive
Suffering in Islam, will also speak on
"Redemptive Suffering in Islam : Reflections of Popular Piety," tonight at 8 p.m.
and "The Spiri tual Leader in Islam : The
Shi'i Imam and the Sufi Teachers," Friday at 3:30. Both lectures will be in 106
Gilmore. Each of Ayoub's lectures is free
and open to the public.

..
COMMITMENT was to pUf
another $~,OOO to $300,000 into It,"
Kruse said. "He was still better off than
building new - he'd gotten something
that is not the kind of structure that can
ever be duplicated."
Zastrow only titters when asked about
the money sunk into the building, which
includes four studio apartmellts above
the restaurant. "I'll let anyone guess,
rather than confirm, " he snickered.
Since it's on the National Register, it
was eligible for a number of grants and
loans - a "complex financial deal ," he
concedes.
Zastrow, wbo can usually be seen
behind the solid oak bar at Bushnell's,
likes to listen to customers standing in
line speculate about his restaurant.
"People say this is where Donnelly's
was (it wasn't). or that it's Communistowned, or that it 's student-owned and
everyone has an equal share," he said .
"They either say I'm a dumb bunny or a
rich son-of-a-bitch."
Which is worse, the Clinton Street
modular days, w~en he was looked down
upon as a "snot-nosed ]tid running a student business," or the envious comments of local businesspeople? Snug in
his building across the street from the
offices of Old Capital ASSOCiates, which
is developing much of the rest of town by
quite a different formula, Zastrow
merely giggles.

(Regularly $20°°_$25°°)
All sizes Dark & Light Denims

Ikirtl&

Cont_inued_fromp
_age 1

was done according to a grainy 18805
photo, logic and architectural history.
Kruse , who says he was "very unfamiliar" with restoration before the
~ '8 projec~&'
building is
uiiiQueb auseit was n of the few of
the period to be designed by a
profeSSional architect - one Chauncy
Lovelace, who later moved his residence
and offices into what was known as the
"Lovelace Block" and used it for an advertisement of his skills.
" Chauncy was one of th e, first
architects," Kruse said. "I thought that
many times, so you don't do something
that isn't of a quality." He added , "But
he didn't come down and move my pencil. "

$14 50 _ $1800

a dynamic duo

Room 106, Gilmore Hall, Ayoub will speak
on "The Islamic Ideal and Contemporary
Poli tical Realities."
Ayoub will appear as part of an on-going
program entitled" Aspects of Islam : Past
and Present". Uran Shahid, professor of
Arabic at Georgetown University, began
the program with two lectures in November, and Annemarie Schimmel, professor
of Indo-Muslim Culture at Harvard University, will conclude the program with
two lectures in March.

Co II eg e bloc k_ _ _ _ _
IN 1973, the College Block Building
was placed on the National Register of
Historic Places, which at the time didn't
lJ11flln it was immune from demolition or
k!'?stic alterations. AijhG\lih the city
would have jeopardized its HUD urban
renewal funding if the building bad not
been restored properly, a number of
vocal citizens lobbied the council to
make sure it would be done correctly.

NEW SHIPMENT
MEN'S JEANS

Joe Haldeman reads his fiction in 30t EPB
(the English Department Lounge) tonight at 8.

Islamic scholar Ayoub to lecture
for 'Aspects of Islam' program
By WINSTON BARCLAY

"Somebody Goofed
isn't just a
jean shop anymorel"

..

WORTH

$5

Off

• TALL & BIG
MENS SHOP
(3rd Floor)
Free gift wrapping

p.
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T.G.I.F.
Movl•• on Clmpu.
A8t,...0I, NIIIItd Dill,. - Ella Kazan's film adaptation of
Tennessee Williams' play slllrs Marlon Brando In one of his
most famous roles. 7:15 & 9:30 tonight.
T.ltament of D,. COnler - Renoir's v.rslon of the Jekyll·
Hyde story. 7 tonight.
The Wo,,*, In the Window - Fritz Lang directed Edward
G. Robinson (but not as the woman). II tonight.
Coulln Angelica - Directed by Carlol Saura. 7 Friday and
9 Saturday.
lunnr Llk. II M....ng - Carol Lynley, Kelr Dullaa and
Laurence Olivier star In this mystery, directed by Otto
Premlnger. 9 Friday and 7 Saturday.
RIcho Deluxi - A IIIle of modern rustlers, starring Jeff
Bridges, Sam Waterson, Slim Pickens and Elizabeth AShley.
11 Friday and Saturday.
The ChaI, Playar' - SatayaJlt Ray's acclaimed study of
moral responsibility. 7 & 9 Sunday.

Movl•• ln Town
And Juilica lor All - look for the review In the DI. Iowa.
Apocal)'ptt Now - Look for the the review In the DI. Astro.
Starting Over - SUII starting. Englert.
Mountlln Flmlly RoblnlOll - The Man takes the place of
the pirates. Cinema II.
JHUI - A lupposedly accurate story of a man we really
know precious little about. Cinema I.

Art
UI MUIIINn of Art - "Twentieth Century landscapes"
opens tomorrow. Continuing exhibits are "American Art Between the Wars," "Photographic Crossroads: The Photo
laague" and "Stuart Edla: A Retrospective Exhibition."
Haunt_ IooUhop - exhibition of Richard Sjolund's
collection of nature photography, "One Stop Closer," con·
tlnues.
Art Elhlbltlon Ind .... - Locally ' produced weaving,
paintings and drawing , pottery, puppets and dolls and jewelry.
10·6 Saturday and Sunday. South of lown on Sand Road.

On Stage
The Cu,.. of the SlIIrvlng Cia. - A production of the
Small Change Theater. 7:30 Friday and ISaturday at Wesley
House.
The Klnglnd I - The Fall Rep musical. 8 tonight, Saturday
and Sunday at Hancher.
Wild 01" - AFall.Rep non-musical. 8 Friday at Mable.

Mu.lc
UI Sinfonltttl - With Charles Wendt, cello. Look for the

8 Friday In Clapp Recital Hall.
Collegium MlIIlcum - Music In Chaucer's England. Look
lor the preview In the DI. 8 Sunday at Clapp.
VFW -' Marty and the Sundowners return. Friday & Saturday nights.
Sinetull} - The Linda carolan Quartet does that thing
they call jazz. Sunday evening.
Red Stillion - Chew a weed with High Country. Friday &
Saturday nights.
O'K",.I - Another appearance by Southbound . Friday &
Saturday nights.
lronman Inn - Cool harmonies by Winsome. Nightly except
Sunday.
Dilmond Mlrl - Country Comfort cquntry. Friday & Saturday nights.
Klna'i Depot - Fiddler Guy Drollinger performs tonight.
The Mil - AIt.r I hlltu., O,..lIndI II blCll In lonlght.
Frldl)' Ind SlturdlY night., Ol-sl Brown II bid! on lllga.
SgL Pepper'1 - Cabala performs, tonight thru Saturday
night
Wheal Room - Entertainment by Chuck Mitchell. Tonight
thru Saturday night.
Gabt', - Flddlln' around by Ken Carlysle and the Cadillac
towboys. Tonight thru Saturday night.
M.lwell'l - The return of PatriOt. Tonight thru Saturday
night.
TIIa Loft - Comfortable jazz with the Steve HilliS Trio,
tonight & Saturday night, and the Paul Norlen Trio, Friday
night.
Megoo'l - Ferring and Salisbury get the blues tonight.
review In Ihe DI.

Group pushes for aid
to starving Cambodians
By PAT TRANDEl

Special 10 The Dally Iowan
A group called Bread for the World Is partly
responsible for unanimous Senate approval of
$60 million in aid to Cambodia last Friday, a
representative said here early last week.
Mark Schomer, the group's national representative and issue analyst, said that Bread for the
World is a U.S. Christian citizens' movement
that works on public policy efforts with church
denominatlons, as well as with Jewish and
secuiar groups that are concerned with hunger.
Thousands of members, carrying out a Bread
for the World telephone alert, flooded the White
House with calls on Oct. 2, urging President
Carter to provide generous aid to the Cambo·
dians. "Mter a while, people answering the
phones began asking, •Are you from the Bread
for the World?' " Schomer said.
WITHIN A WEEK, Carter made the first an·
nouncement of $7 million in aid to Cambodia.
Later that week, members wrote leiters to Congress asking for even more aid.
"When people realize the power of working
together, changes can be made," said Missouri
state Rep . Pat Dougherty , speaking with
Schomer in the Harvard Room at the Union
Monday night.
Bread for the World members have also drafted and mobilized public support for Right-toFood resolution , drafted legislation for a U.S.
Grain Reserve Program established by Con·
gress and the White House, and won revisioo of
foreign aid iegislation passed in July , urging
countries to become self-reliant.
Currently, members are working to have Congress mandate a survey on hunger in the United
States. "Each year, millions of children die
from malnutrition related to political inaction in

the U.S." Schomer said.
" By working together, informing and
educating our representatives in Congress about
our hunger concerns, we can make a difference
in U.S. policies," Dougherty said. Next year,
Bread for the World's main concern will be land
reform and land use.

BREAD FOR the World works by educating
its 28,000 members on current hunger Issues
through monthly newsletters, urging them to
take action focused on Congress and the presi·
dent.
" Public policies lie at the root of the hunger
problem," Dougherty asserted . Members are
urged to write their congresspersons or other
government officials when key decisions are be·
ing made.
Sometimes "Offerings of Letters" are taken
at church services. Members can be quickly
contacted about key issues because the membership is organized according to state and congreSSional districts.
Bread {or the World was started in 1974 by a
handful of New York Christians who rea IIzed
that an organization was needed to focus on the
causes of hunger and mobilize citizens to do
something about it.
"Hunger, although most visible in Cambodia,
continues to claim the lives of hundreds of
millions of people throughout the world - hall
of them children," Dougherty said.
HE SAID people in Iowa City should ask what
they can do about hunger and urged the group's
30 Iowa City members to "get something off the
ground . Initiate your own projects."
Schomer'S message to Iowa City was, "You
can make the difference, don·t despair because
of hunger. As individuals we can create political
will to rid the world of starvation."

ARH debates disco's parties
Associall'd Residence Halls members debated
Tuesday night over a resolution to discourage
floor organizations trom holding private parties
at Woodfield's disco, which has been charged
with racia I discrimination
Joe Iosbaker, spokesman for a group of Iowa
City residents opposing patronage of Woodfield 's, requested that ARH members take a
stand against holding parties at the bar, according to Dan Schaack, vice president of ARH.
Schaack said a resolution proposed by Dave

Pierce, J)aum Association president, was opposed by some representatives because of
"economics." He said several argued that when
deciding where to have parties groups consider
the cheapest price, not an owner's policies.
Harry Ambrose, owner of Woodfield's, has
been offering parties of 25 or more persons the
use of Woodfield 's and a keg of beer for a totai of
$43 .
Schaack said one member objected to ARH
setting guidelines for the residence hall groups.

01 Classifieds bring results

If you feel klnda hungry

but tired of "Eat a Run",
Let the Burg_ Palac.
t,.at you to lOme fun.

languages ... explains Ollr
dangerously inadequate understanding of world affairs, " a
report by the commission said .
Other na tions are surpassing
the United States 011 the world's
markets because of the
language proficiency and
foreign affairs study gap, the
report suggested.
JAPAN : it noted, has 10,000
English-speaking businessmen
in this country, but the United
States has only 900 American
businessmen in Japan and few
of them speak Japanese.
Only 8 percent of colleges and
universities still require study
of a foreign language for undergraduate admission.

featuring: spaghetti,
lasagne, ministrone
soup, garlic bread and
salad bar.

$3.95
5:30 - 8:00 pm

the

,

Full Menu - Daily Special
Large Log Salad Bar
Your friends have tried it
and liked it-you will tool

FEED MILL RESTAURANT
Just 10 minutes from Iowa City
Downtown, Hills, Iowa
10:30-8 Mon.-Thurs
10:30-9:30 Fri & Sat
closed Sunday
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Saturday, November 10, 1979
4:00 pm Harper Hall
$2 50 Donation
(Dinner following concert at Wesley House, 120 N.
Dubuque. Adults: $250 , Children: $100. Includes
vegetarian plates).
For ticket information call:
Niambl Webster: 353-3116
Brenda Hampton : 353-7170
Yolonda Waller: 338-3248

CHICAGO (U
debate on whether
Art Schlichter or
Mark Herrmann is
quarterback ignores
lies. Records rate
Mark Carlson and
Tim Clifford tops in the
Clifford, second
Carlson in total
total offense, may
overlooked among
quarterbacks.
Conference records
day showed Clifford
leted 84 of 146
yards and six touc~hdl~WI1
Ten COllioetltlOln.
2 spot in the 1I1.8l1amlg~
also second in total
Clifford is nearin
single-season school
He needs nine more
lions to match the
mark of 129 set by
in 1974 and is 72 yards
single-season school
fense mark of 1,651
Bobby JoernsctlemE~yerl
He also can
Badar's mark of

227 S«JiIr, ~oIuuM SfItuJ,
Two floors filled With
an unusual collection
of used Bnd out·of-prlnt books
CALL 337-29811 FOR SHOP HOURS

All drinks including beer
after 7 pm with sandwich
We also deliver to the
Dorms. Call 337-3679.

Iowa Center for the Arts presents
Rodgers and Hammerstein's

The King ana I
The Hancher stage explodes in a riot of color for this heartwarming tale of East meeting West as the King of Siam feuds
with Anna, the English tutor of the King's many children.
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bis Hawkeye trool
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out on the field, I want
(the media) to write I
the way you see It,"
heard saying.
The reporters pre
hot, hwnld day, oblige
Texan, and haVE
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misses which have
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Tuesday, however,
weekly press lunche
wiahed to make
perfectly clear to his
friends.
"Why criticize
team (Iowa) for
things aroWld,"
when asked to

t "Best Eating Around"

A Carroll, la., man was
a rrested in Coralville
Tuesday night on a
warrant charging him
wi th first degree theft,
according to Johnson
County Sheriff Gary
Hughes .
All n G. Rice, 34, had
been charged with first
degree theft in connection with receiving a
check for $27,000 to build
or deliver a hog confinement ystem that he did
not follow through with,
according to Carroll
County officia is.
Rice was transferred to
Carroll County Wednes·
day morning.

THE HOUSE
OF SUBMARINES

BULL
MARKET

1
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U.S. foreign language
skills deficiency decried
WASHINGTON (UP!) - A
presidential panel Wednesday
decried the lack of foreign
language profiCiency among
American students and
proposed a $180 million plan including incentive grants to
students - to remedy the
problem.
Without better attention to
acquiring a second language,
the United States runs a risk of
growing increasingly provincial in its world outlook and losing influence among other nations as a' result, according to
the President's Commission on
Foreign Language and international Studies.
"America 's scandalous incompetence in foreign

BURGER PALACE

I

Fry

"New"

Man charged
with first
degree theft

~~t.

~\ZZ1i
Whole Wheat
Deep Pan

Now Offering 1-0 Different Sandwiches
Bigger & Better Salad Bar
Imported Beer, Coddalis & Fruit Drinks

November 8, 10, 14, 16, and 20, 1979-8:00 P.M.
November 11 and 18, 1979-3:00 P.M.
Tickets are on sale now at the Hancher Box Office, 353-6255.
PLEASE NOTE THESE TICKET PRICES

Ticket prices:

Evening Performances
UI Students
Nonstudents

55.00
57.00

53.50
55.50

$3.00
55,00

$ 3,50
$ 5,50

$2.00

51.50
$3.50

Matinee Performances
UI Students, Senior
Citizens, and Students
18 and Under
Nonstudents

woo·)
u.
S S. Dub

$4.00

$1.00
$3.00

,

Music by Richard Rodgers • Book & Lyrics by Oscar Hammerstein II • based
on "Anna and the King of Siam" by Margaret Langdon,

I ,
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Fry sings a new tune to media
Lut summer - before the
traditional twCH-day workouts
and the Saturday foot ban
rltuala - Iowa Coach Hayden
Fry made It clear to local
reporters to tell It Uke It II when
bls Hawkeye troops com·
menced firing with the 19'19
opposition.
"If we look Uke a girl's school
out on the field, I want you guy.
(the media) to write It exactly
the way you see It," Fry was
heard saying.
The reporters present on that
hot, hwnld day, obUged the tall
Telln, and have alnce
described the various hits and
misses which have led the
Hawks to their current W
• standing.
Tuesday, however, at his
weekly press luncheon, Fry
wished to make another point
perfectly clear to his journalist
friends.
"Why criticize some poor
team (Iowa) for trying to tum
things around," scolded Fry,
when asked to comment on a
• broken offensive play late In
last week's 20-14 loss to Purdue.
"I would rather talk about
accompllahments."

Hawks took the field at Nor·
man, Okla., to face Billy Sims
and his Oklahoma teammates.
It was a contest Iowa fans
didn't want to think about, let
alone hear about. The verdict
walln on a Sooner squad rich In
talent and determined to climb
the national polls with an bn·
presslve outing. In fact, It was
Fryhbnself who IBid Oklahoma
would have no regrets in
racking up 70 or 80 points
against an Iowa unit In search

of its first winning season in 18
years.
But,
oh,
how
the
prognosticators were wrong.
The Hawks fell, but only by a 21·
6 count and only after scaring
the life out of Coach Barry
Switzer and his Sooners.
Iowans who made the trek to
Norman never thought the day
would come when their Hawks
would put on such a showing
against the nation's big boys.
And Iowa reporters were
WHAT IS sa puzzling about shocked to see a Hawkeye
Fry's Tuesday lecture dates SQuad hold its own against a
ftack to Sept. 15, when the football factory. So much so

that it was this writer who,
escorting Fry into the interview
room, extended a hand for a job
well done - Fry Ignored the
compliment, shaking his head
in disgust.
"I told our football team
(after the Oklahoma contest)
that's what's wrong with us,"
Fry then announced. "We get
our ass kicked and we get
complimented for It."
IT DWN'T take long for Fry's
warning to soak in. After flir·
ting with victory in a 24-21
defeat to yet another Big Eight
powerhouse in Nebraska, local
media never gave it a thought to
compliment Iowa's near·mIss
against the second·ranked
Cornhuskers.
Now, after coming as close as
a deflected pass from upending
No. 15 Purdue In a 20-14 thriller
last week in Kinnick Stadiwn,
Fry is upset because reporters
remember too well whatlle has
IBid in the put. They took him
up on his advice and pinpointed
an error that squelched the
Hawks' last ditch attempt at an
upset.
"It gets in my craw," Fry
added Tuesday. "No one I have
ever coached has made a
mistake on purpose. It's Uke
we're responsible for the losing

No action taken to move A's
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPI) - Owners and
representatives of the 26 major·league clubs
have put a blanket over what they consider the
chief issues coming up in negotiations with the
Players' Association.
In the second half of the two-pronged meeting,
American League President Lee McPhail an·
nounced that there had been no further progress
in the proposed shift of the Oakland A's franchise
to Denver.
"Not much happened," said McPhail of his
meeting with American League representatives.
"I just updated our clubs as to our contacts and
conversations with the Oakland Coliseum
Board."
A three-hour segment of the four·hour
meetings was devoted to a presentation to the
owners by Ray Grebey, the director of the player
relations committee of the ownership group.
Grebey will head baseball's negotiation
committee With the Players' Association at an as
yet unaMoWiced time.
"We're trying very hard not to create a crisis
atmosphere," IBid Grebey. "We don't want to

Mosley tops
Woolfolk I.
in Big Ten
-rushing
CHICAGO (UPI )
The
debate on whether Ohio State's
Art Schlichter or Purdue's
Mark Hernnann is the better
quarterback ignores key statistics. Records rate Minnesota's
Mark Carlson and Indiana's
Tim Clifford tops in the Big Ten.
Clifford, second only to
Carlson in total passing and
total offense, may be the most
overlooked among Big Ten
quarterbacks.
.
Conference records Wednesday showed Clifford has com»
leted 84 of 146 passes for 1,091
yards and six touchdowns In Big
TencompeUtion, to grab the No.
2 spot in the standings, He is
also second In total offense.
Clifford is nearing three
single-season school records.
He needs nine more completions to match the one-year
mark of 129 set by Terry Jones
in 1974 and is 72 yards shy of the
single-season school total of·
fense mark of 1,651 yards set by
Bobby Joemschemeyer bt 1943.
He aiso can surpass Richie
Badar's mark of I,S71 yards in
one season.
"Tim has done an outstanding
job leading our offense," IBid .
Indiana Coach Lee Corso. "He
has improved each game and he
and Mike Harkrader have
really got our offense going."
Carlson can Set Big Ten
records for pass cop1pletions,
total offense and pasSing
yardage in Saturday's game
against Michigan State. Ironl·
cally, all three records Carlson
Ia challenging were set in 1m
by MSU quarterback Ed Smith.
Iowa tailback DeMis Mosley,
the first Iowa player to exceed
the 1,000 yard single-season
ruabing mark, continues to lead
the league in rllllhlng, averag·
ing 111.5 yards per game. But
Michigan tailback Butch Wool·
folk - on the strength of an
outstanding performance
against Wisconsin - Is gaining
In the standings.
Woolfolk is second in rushing,
averaging 109.7 yards per
game. He allo leads the c0nference In ICOring with 12 touchdowns.
Woolfolk has gained 589 yards
In the Wolverinea' put four
games and his n.)'ard touchdown run against Wlaconsin last
week established a .chool
record.

..

bargain in the press. We're not going to discuss
issues In the press before they come to the
bargaining table.
I
"These are routine contract negotiations. They
happen every day of the week.'It isn't a game;
it's a routine problem·solving event.
Grebey said Wednesday's meeting was one of
four routine meetings between the negotiation
committee and owners during the course of the
year.
Regarding the second issue, McPhail said the
AL and major·league baseball in general was
eager to have the A's move out of Oakland for the
HIlMI season. But the principal snag involves the
A's lease with the Oakland Coliseum Commission, which has eight years to run.
Of the A's proposed move to Denver, McPhail
said, "We would like to do it, the clubs are
anxious to do it and the Oakland Coliseum Board
knows this."
McPhail said he has authorization to negotiate
a settlement with the colisewn board, a set·
tlement to which the other 25 major·league clubs
have indicated they would contrillute.

----------------~
TONIGHT

of the last 18 years."
To begin with, each and every
newspaper which made an
account of Iowa's mixup on its
final offensive play with Purdue
are not pointing fingers or
making accusations against any
Hawkeye. On the contrary. The
reason Is sbnple: The team that
people in this state have
recognized In the past are not
the IBme players who have
come so close to upending many
of the cream-of.the-crops this
season. What was being said
was the idea that this Iowa te~
could have whipped the
Boilermakers had the final
offensive play not been a broken
one.
Secondly, Fry added at
Tuesday's luncheon that he was
tired of reading newspaper
accounts of his injured players
rather than the healthy horses.
Such information, however, Is
big news these days with the
Iowa football program, because
it is Fry who does not wish to
mention the mimes of the
hobbled and wounded. Thus,
when It is announced that this
receiver won't play or that
lineman is a doubtful per·
former, that's news for the
public to read about. And even
Fry must admit that injuries, no
matter what sport, playa major
role in athletic competition.
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NO, THIS reporter is not fed
up with Fry and hIa program.
The square-jawed Texan and
his coaching staff are to be
complimented for the job Iowa
football has done this fall. HIs
players, the majority of which
' comprised last year's 2-9 SQuad,
deserve a long and well·
deserved standing ovation for
giving die-hard Iowa fans 0»
tbnism coupled with a kind of
free-for·all football that's been
needed on this campus for
decades.
Fry, who told a Chicago
audience in July that "the
Hawks will fly again," is going
to get little, if any, argwnent on
that. What he must remember
about the media, however, Is
what the fans must remember
about the Hawks - during this
time of football transition, fans,
players and coaches alike must
accept the good with the bad.
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Free Popcorn
F,i : Free ho rs d'oeuvres 4 · 6
Chili, Bratwurst DAILY
Fri & Sat Night:

SOUTHBOUND

Gridders
advance
It was exclusively co-ed
action Wednesday as the
four winners advanced into
semifinal competition
Sunday setting up for the
championship game
scheduled for Nov. 18 at
KInnick Stadiwn.
Third·rated Roadrunners
defeated ACS, 18-6, and No.1
poofs trlwnphed over The
Old Folks at Home, ~.
Fourth·ranked Only the
Names Changed ousted No.5
Appendix E, 32-0, and No. 2
Mudville downed De Ja Vu,

University Sinf0nietta
James Dixon, conductor
Charles Wendt, cello
Works by Mozart, Saint-Saens, Stravinsky

Friday, November 9
Clapp Recital Hall
8:00 pm
Tickets not required

&-G.
In the women's division,
No. 2 Alpha Phi and thirdrated Delta Gamma are
slated for play today.

TONIGHT
.'2 for 1
ON ALL BAR LIQUOR &DRAFT BEER
ALL NIGHT LONG NO COVER

GRAND DAD'DY'S
505 E. BURLINGTON . 354·44~4

Tonight:

COWBOY
PRICES
25¢ Draws
\ 50¢ JD
All Night
Long
To Anyone
Wearing a
Cowboy Hat

Thursday Night
$1 10 Pitchers
75~

NO COVER

Bar Liquor

1200 ~. Gilbert et.

We'll bring out the redneck in ya!

NO COVER CHARGE FRl.OR SAT

1ive Music Thurs.- ~Zlt.

We're Back in the Saddle Again

A show to remember!
Appearing this
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
I

Tomorrow Night & Sat. Night

GREG BROWN
No Cover
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120 E. Burlington
Bring the 'ernlly, It'athe economIcII WIY to ... out IIICI
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Ken'. PIua. Simply order the Ken'. piZZII 01 your choice,
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Clip thl. coupon, come In, Ind e.1oy lIVIng money
willie you enjoy lOIN llbuIoUI Ken's I'IZZII.

IOWA CITY...
READY TO ROCK?
H.E.C. presents

TOM PETTY
HEARTBREAKERS
.'
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special guest
THE FABULOUS POODLES
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Thomas awaits shot at nationals
By DOUG BEAN
Sports Editor

Her field hockey career at
Iowa wiD be a short one but
Anne Marie Thomas is hoping to
make the most of her playing
time here.
Thomas, a native of Dorval,
Quebec who enrolled at Iowa
after pllylng two years for a
junior college In Montreal, has
only one season of eliglbUity
remaining after this year. But
she is wasting no time In
producing results for the
Hawkeyes.
In her first year, she has
helped her team to a fine 1~1
record and a national ranking
(27th). Iowa also has a good
shot at qualifying for the
national tournament at the
University of Princeton, Nov. 30
through Dec. 2. But first, the
Hawkeye women will have to
make it through the Region VI
tournament in Northfield, Minn.
this weekend.
The task looks simple. There
will be three teams in the
tournament and two will qualify
for nationals. St. Louis, which Is
currently rated No. 1 In the
country and a fifth-place
finisher in the national meet a
year ago, is the top contender.
Minnesota, a team Iowa beat 5-3
In Its first game of the season, is
the other team in the field.
"WE'RE GOING to nationals
for sure," Tomas predicted.
"""e're keyed up, we're
psyched, we're ready to go.
"We'll give 8t. Louis a good
game again," she added. "We

certainly can beat them but we
have to beat Minnesota first."
Coach Judith Davidson Is not
so optimistic about Iowa's
chances for a national berth but
she certainly thinks the
Hawkeyes wUl have a great
shot. Iowa has drawn the second
seed and will open with thirdseeded MInnesota Friday afternoon. The women will then
face top-seeded St. Louis
Saturday morning.
Last year, Iowa's region had
only one nati6nal qualifying
spot and nine teams competed
for it but with the realignment
In the Association for Intercollegiate for AthleticS for
Women into three class
divisions, Region VI was left
with only three Division I
schools.
"We have to concentrate on
our first game and we can't look
ahead to St. Louis," Davidson
said. " It's not a foregone
conclusion that we can win.
'MInnesota Is a scrappy team.
"We've got to play our best
hockey," she added. "We have
to be aggressive and not let
down."
DAVIDSON DOESN'T
believe her team can beat the
powerful S1. Louis club after
losing a close 2-1 decision
earlier this fall.
"They were not ready for us
when we played them before,"
Davidson commented.
"They've been scoring a lot In
the past few weeks and we've
not been scoring enough."
Several years ago, Thomas
never dreamed 01 being at Iowa

let alone playing for a national
berth In her first year at the
school. In fact, she really dido't
know where IQwa was until she
arrived here for the first time In
August. And from what Thomas
has seen and experienced In her
few short months in the
Hawkeye state, she Is happy
with her decision .
Thomas became Interested In
Iowa when a doctor In Montreal
told her a bout the good
reputation of the medical
school. With her Interest In a
pre-medicine degree, she
decided to send a letter to the
Iowa field hockey coach. After,
an enthusiastic reply from
Davidson and correspondence
with former Iowa coach Margie
Greenberg, she signed with
Iowa last March.
"I always wanted to go to a
big university In the states and
when I found out I could play
field hockey at the same time,
that was great," Thomas said.
"I had about four schools I was
considering at first. In the end It
was close between Northern
Michigan and Iowa, but because
of the academic program, I
chose Iowa."
'.
AT FlRST, Thomas wasn't
sure she had made the right
move when Davidson switched
her to a midfield position.
Things have changed now,
however.
"I played forward my whole
life and when I came here,
Judith wanted me to play a

defensive position," Thomas
explained. "At first, I was lost,
but one weekend, I caught on
and I'm fitting in at the position
a lot more now.
"At forward , an I thought
about was scoring but at the link
position, you have to think about
two aspects of the game, offense
and defense," she added. "I
have a broader understanding
of the game now."
"She's a very strong player,"
Davidson said. "She has more
high-level experience than most
college players and she' s
certainly a big, big addition to
the team. She's phYSically
strong and that's what this team
needs."
Thomas said she started
plltylng the game at age 12. She
made the Quebec provincial
team in 1976 and played two
years In junior college. After
getting a taste of collegiate
alion in the U.S., she thinks the
hockey teams In Canada and
America re quite similar.
"THE FIELD hockey Is more
concentrated here," she said.
"I'm learning a lot and I'm
more enthusiastic about the
game. It's fun traveling to all
the different places around the
states."
Dav~dson said she has
adapted quickly and Is beginning to take a leadership role
with the team.
"The Northwestern game was
a very good game for her - she
held the team together," the

Iowa Coach said. "Anne Marie
generates a lot of energy and
kept us in the game.
"At times she takes that role
but not always," Davidson
added. "She hal that potential
to be the leader on the field
consistently."
Thomas would Wte nothing
better than to lead the
Hawkeyes to a national berth
this weekend and In the future
seasons.
"I think we'll be going to
nationals every years,"
Thomas said. " All we have to do
is to keep getting better."
One thing Is certain Thomas now knows where Iowa
Is located and she could have a
hand in helping put Iowa on the
field hockey map.

PARADE OF NATIONS
November 10, Saturday
Triangle Club Ballroom, IMU
8:30 pm to midnight

Admission : $1 .50
Tickets available from O.I.E.S., 316 Jessup Hall (353-6249)
and at the door.
Presented by the INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
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easier, so don
It wiD also be
contest until
line-up.

Sunday
Nov. 11, 6:30-9:00 pm

Iowa at Ohio
Indiana at
Minnesota at
Northwestern
Texas at
Syracuse at Na
Notre Dame at
Arizona St. at
Southern Cal.

Wheelroom, IMU

MAKE YOUR PARTY
A SUCCESS
Any group of 25 or more people can
have their own bar for $20 over our
cost per keg of beer any night of the
week.
Call 338-1314

Presentations by
Bivouac/UPS Travel
Films
Free-Open to Public
Sponsored by
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Bluegrass, Fiddle, & Blues

Appearing Tonight
Between Clinton & Dubuque
across from the Train Station
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A national dress/ ethnic costume/ semi-formal Ball
featuri ng :
_
dancing, music, raffle, cash-bar, snacks, refreshments.
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Canadian tiattft Anne Marie Thoma, I, hoping to I..d the Iowa
lIeld hockey team to a natlonll berth in thi' w_kend', Region
VI tournament Northlleld, Minn. A thot at national, would be
particularly pleltlna to the Junior mldflelder I ' the hi, only
one year of eligibility remaining.
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NOW HELD

Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday

STEVE HILLIS JAZZ TRIO
Wednesday & Friday

Ken 'Carlysle and the

PAUL NORLEN TRIO

CADILLAC COWBOYS

Monday

TOM L VONS Piano Solo

HELD OVER
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"He's a Fiddlin' Fool"
TONIGHT 9-10:30
DOUBLE BUBBL.E UPSTAIRS

THURS , FRI AT 1:30-3:20-5:20-1:20 -1:20
SAT' SUN AT 5:20-1:20-1:20 ONLY

Fritz Lang's

Woman in the
Window
Wed . 7
Thurs. 9

The Very Best in Live Rock & Roll

Tonight· Siturday

PATRIOT
Tonight

$1 Pitcher.s
50

BIGGEST BEER
OWNTOWN
Me""'t Dally betlnnlng Nov.•
Show llmet: 2:00-4:30-7:00-':10

A single, relatively Innocent transgress ion, a mild flirtation, quickly and Inexorably draws 8 college professor
Into a hopelessly tangled web of blackmail and murder.
The story mirrors perfectly the harsh geometry and
stringent fatalism of Fritz Lang's visual style. Edward G.
Robinson. Joan Bennet, and Dan Duryea star. B.&W ,
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1949 .

• Jean Renoir',

The Testament of

Dr. Conteller
Wed . 9
Thurs. 7
Freely adapted from Robert Louis Stevenson's Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, The Testament of Dr,
Cordeller co'mblnes Renoir's very unique affection
for tr s most anarchic behavior with his horror
for man 's cruelty. With Jean-Louis Barrault and
Teddy BUils. In French. B&W. 1959.
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Cubs' Sutter win,s Cy Young
CHICAGO (UPI) - A "shocked and
surprised" Bruce Sutter Wednelday
credited biB ChIcago Cubs' teammatea,
especially fellow relief pitcher Dick
Tldrow for hlB victory In the 1979
National ~ague Cy Young award
balloting.

of the season.

Despite outstanding statistics, !neluding a 2.23 ERA, Sutter said he
"could not have won without the team
and Dick Tldrow."

"I was shocked and surprised when I
found out I won," Sutter said. "I
thought Nlekro would win because he
helped a team that was In fifth or sixth
place the past couple of years be a
contender. "

I

The ~year-old Sutter, whose 37
saves tbiB season tied the National
League record, was a narrow choice
over Houston knuckleballer Joe Niekro
for the honor. He was only the second
Cub and second NL rellef pitcher to win
the award.
Ferguson JenkIns in 1971 was the only
other Cub Cy Young winner. The only
other NL reliever to win was l.oII
Angeles' MIke Marshall In 1974.
Reliever Sparky Lyle of the New
York Yankees won the AL Cy Young
Award in 1971.

"Dick really took some of the
pressure and work load off of me during
the second half of the season," said
Sutter, who allowed only rr hita and 29
runs in 101 innings and posted a W
record.

Sutter, Sofoot-2 and 190 pounds and a
native of Lancaster, Pa ., broke into the
majors with Chicago in 1976.
He received 10 first-place votes and
72 points In the Cy Young balloting of 24
members of the Baseball Writers
Association of America - two from
each city - to outdistance Niekro by six
points. J.R. Richard of Houston was
third with 41 points. Tom Seaver of
Cincinnati was fourth with 20 points.
and reliever Kent Tekulve of Pittsburgh was fifth with 14 points. Phil
Niekro of Atlanta received three points.

The Cubs acquired Tldrow in June
from the New York Yankees In a deal
that allowed Chicago Manager Hennan
Franks to use Sutter exclusively in late'lnning situations when the Cubs were
tied or ahead.
Sutter said he envisioned he would be
used primarily the same way next
season by new Cubs' Manager Prestpn
~mez, who replaced Franks at the end

Standouts saving
Big Eight image
in dismal season
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (UPl) - With only two teams
above the .500 mark after eight weeks of the 1979 college
football season. the prestige of the Big Eight has taken a
beating.
But it will only be a temporary period of embarrass, ment: the Natio~al Football League is expected to pay
greater homage to Big Eight football by way of Its college
draft next April than it did following the alleged "blue
chip" season of 1978.
The Big Eight had Ule Nos. 3 (Oklahoma), 8 (Nebraska)
and 14 (MIssouri) ranked teams in the country In 1978,
sent four teams to bowl games and eventually had 33
players taken in the NFL draft.
Every team In the conference had at least one player
selected in the 1979 draft, with Oklahoma and Nebraska
leading with nine apiece. Three of the selections - George
Andrews and Kelvin Clark of Nebraska plus Kellen
Winslow of Missouri - were first rounders.
"I'd be very surprised if the Big Eight had fewer than
three guys taken in the first round," said Les Miller, the
player personnel director of the Kansas City Chiefs.
"I'd be shocked. Billy Sims and Junior Miller are absolute cinches. John Corker is a definite first-round
possibility and so is Stan Brock. I.M. Hipp could be a first·
rounder. The Big Eight's got about 10 players rated
among the top 75 in the country - regardless of who's
making the list."
The Big Eight could conceivably have three players who
are the best at their respective positions in college football
- Oklahoma halfback Sims, Nebraska tight end Miller
and Oklahoma State linebacker Corker.
Sims, the 1978 Heisman Trophy winner and the nation's
current leading scorer with 120 points, is at the top of the
list. He rushed for more than 1,700 yards in 1978 but has
only 849 this season.
"Sims could be the first guy taken in the whole draft,"
said Miller. "You can go on forever about his running
skills. He's strong. He can run Inside or out. He can break
the long one. He's tough and is wIlllng to block. I thought
Terry Miller was a helluva player but Sims might be a
better prospect. He's an effort guy. He has no negatives."
Miller is a physical specimen - 6-4 and 222 pounds and would have been a first team All-America in 1978 bad
it not been for his Big Eight buddy Winslow, a first-round
selection of the San Diego Chargers.
"Miller bas everything - height, weight, size, great
speed," said the Kansas City player personnel director.
"He's a good route guy with excellent, soft hands. He can
go deep. He'll develop as a blocker - that's the closest
thing he has to a negative but It's not.l think he's as good a
prospect as Winslow. 1 doubt there's a better tight end In
the country."
Corker was the Big Eight's Defensive Player of the
Year in 1978 but underwent knee surgery late in the season
and has not appeared to be the same player thlB year. It
doesn't seem to matter to the scouts, though.
"When you break him down as an athlete and potential
NFL player, he's there," said Miller. "His only negative is
his health. But if there's no problem with hlB knee, Corker
has all It takes tel' be a great middle linebacker.
.
"He could use a little more weight but that's no
problem. He's mean and instinctive. He's a hitter. He has
been reckless in the past and If he's healthy: I'm sure he
can be reckless in the future."
The next best prospect iJI Brock. a So7, 2'15-pound tackle
whose brother Pete was also a first round pick out of
Colorado by the New England Patriots in 1976.

Keep a Good
Thing Going

off on all

tNlklmlchl Deck.
•Alpin. Rec.lv....

-Sp.nc.r Spuk.,.

Despite Sutter's outstanding season,
the Cubs finished a distant fifth In their
dlviJIlon. Sutter had said throughout the
season he was more concerned with the
Cubs winning the pennant than with any
Individual honors.
"I would gladly elchange this award
for a World Series ring." Sutter said.

The Cubs' $\lde in late August and
September also Involved Sutter. At one
point In the season, the right-hander
had an ERA of around 1.30 but he
slipped In September, losing three
games In a row and missing on three
different occasions to record what
would have been a record 38th save.

(,)

"That's the way It went, 1 guess,"
Sutter said. "I have no one to blame but
myself. l had three chances for that last
save. I just didn't get it."

Boost your savings.

Don't settle for 'less
than the very best.
When you .erve your family Pork
from Randall Food. you can depend
on It to be the flne.t you can buy.
We don 't ••ttl. for .econd be.t,
and you shouldn 't have to either.
So we price our Pork to .tretch
your food bill a. for a. possible.
Thil we.k serve a Smoked Picnic
from Randall'. Foods.
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YOU'VE FINISHED YOUR JOB TRAINING, YOUR
DEGREE ... NOW YOU'RE READY TO CASH IN ON
THOSE TOUGH YEARS, TIME TO MEET A BIGGER
CHALLENGE: A JOB OVERSEAS IN AFRICA, ASIA
OR LATIN AMERICA WITH THE PEACE CORPS.
yOU'VE BEEN MEETING CHALLENGES ALL YOUR
LIFE. INTRODUCE YOURSELF TO PEACE CORPS.
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Pizza 'n' stuff
By JOANN CASTAGNA

Although I left bome and mother's
cooking at a fairly young age, some o(
the effects of my early conditioning
remain. The neEd, the necessity, to have
tomato sauce at least ooce each week,
and the irresistable impulse to grate
Pannesan or Romano cheese into or
OIIto almost anything : These are habits
impossible to break.
With a nose as sure as any trufflehunting pig's, I "found Applegat~'s
Landing and tbe Brown Bottle before I'd
lived in Iowa aty two weeD. Since those
first visits, I've tried almost everything
011 the menus, and found the food good , if
not authentic, and the atmospheres pleasant, if never perfect.
Applegate's Landing, 1411 S. Gilbert, is
carefully
constructed
for
charm_ There are 18 booths upstairs,
each individually decorated, and five
more in a lower level area. There are
numerous tables for tbose not lucky
enough to gel a bootb (reservations are
taken only for large parties, and must be
made well in advance), and several
tables for parties of five to eight. A big
attraction, especially if you take a plant
lover to lunch , is the "Garden Room ",
with its hanging plants - very well
cared for - and antique w~ter wheel.
BOTH THE lunch and dinner menus at
Applegate's feature the salad boat and
soup bar. There are four soups offered
daily, and a s -ectioo of about two dozen
offerings to go witb lettuce. All you can
eat of soup is $1.50 at lunch or dinner ;
the salad is $2.25 at lunch and $2.75 at
dinner . A combination of tbe two can be
bad for $2.55 at lunch and $3.25 at dinner.
Other combinations offered at lunch
are salad and sandwich ( 10 kinds are
available. $2.25 if ordered alone) for

Why are ~,he_se people
acting stupid?

$2.95 , or salad and spaelletti (with a
choice of sauces), also at $2.95 . At lunch,
orders of spaghetti alone cost from $1.73
to 12.95; prices are higher at dinner
(from $2.95 to $U5) , but the portions are
la rger and all spaghetti dinners include a
" trip to the Salad Boat."
The dinner menu drops most of the
sandwich selections, but is expanded to
include pizza and a variety of baked
pasta dishes, as, well as four prime rib
dinner options.
Applegate' s pizza can be a real treat,
if you like a thick, chewy crust. The fillings are laid on generously ; one lO-inch
(the only size offered ) will serve two
average appetites or one truly hungry
person. Depending on your topping
choices, prices range from $3.25 to $4.95
or more.
THE SPAGHETI'I sauces are smooth ,
but a bit bland. An excellent choice, particularly if you choose the·prime rib and
pasta combination ($6.50) , is tbe clam
sauce, which is thick witb clams and
well spiced_ But all the spaghetti is, alas ,
overdone, so I generally choose from
amoog tbe baited pasta dishes.
Besides lasagna and manicotti there is
a noodle and cheese dish, sauced with a
creamy cheese sauce, called GHbertini ,
that is very good. Ratber salty, onJy
mildly garlicked, bread is liable to appear witb any of the baked pastas or
spaghetti dishes, and more can be ordered. Chicken tetrazini and an eggplant
casserole (with or without sausage) also
appear on tbe- baked pasta list.
The Prime Rib, which can be bad in
two sizes, with spaghetti or in a thin,
sandwich cut, is a risky order. It has
been great, and it has been not so good.
It does arrive as ordered - rare ,
medium or well done .
Applegate's offers only one dessert,

I
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cheesecake, with or without strawberries and " whipped topping." lee
cream drinks are also available, along
with delicious looking strawberry dai. quiris. The bar seems to be well meaning, but often slow and not always successfuL There are two beers on tap , a
house sangria and house wines, and soft
drinks. There is a children's menu,
highchairs, booster seats and an unusually cooperative staff. Lunch is served from 11 a .m . till 4 p.m. on weekdays,
when tbe dinner menu takes over. On
Saturday and SlDlday the evening menu
is used all day. Master Charge, Visa and
personal checks are all acceptable.
THE ATMOSPHERE at Applegate 's is
frankly collegiate, despite the decor, the
kind of place to take your kid sister when
she visits. The Brown Bottle, on the
other hand , is where one friend took his
girlfriend's parents the night they found
out where she was really living . The atmosphere calmed the situation considerably, he assures me.

The Daily 10waniSIeve Zavodny

I , too, find the Brown Bottle, 114 S.
Clinton , soothing. The bar is a pleasant
place to sip a drink, if you don't mind the
pervasive aroma of tomato sauce and
garlic ; Brown BoUle bartenders don 't
even blink when you order Campari and
Soda .
Although there are sandwiches and
chili on the menu,· WP. generally order
from the dinner selectiDns on tbe front
page. On a recent visit we began with a
" snack size" (9-inch ) pizza, as a kind of
appetizer. One of the party suggested
that it was the closes t Iowa City
equivalent he had tasted to traditional
Chicago pizza - thin, crisp crust, piled
with the black olives and sausage we 'd
ordered , rather light on cheese and
tomato sauce. It wasn't bad, but there is
something about linen tableclothes and
pizza that doesn' t mix.
TWO OF OUR party ordered veaL The
scallopini was rated well worth its price
(a modest-for-veal $5.95 ), tender and
well-sauced. The spaghetti served with
it came with a marinara sauce ; a more
experienced waitress might have
suggested the excellent herb and garlic
sauce made at the Brown Bottle. The
"Vitello alia Parmigiana " is advertised
as " sauced with discretion," but the portion served a t our table would be better
described as sauced with a troweL
F100ds of thick tomato sauce also accompanied the Manicotti , but the fillings
( both meat and cheese) were wellflavored and the pasta cooked tender bu t
not overdone.
On other occasions we have enjoyed
the " Gamberi al Burro" (shrimp in butter ) and the Canestrelli (absolutely
delicious scallops - and not expensive
at $6.25), but the Gamberi aJ Vino
Bianco (shrimp in white wine) we tried
this trip was not in the same class. The
blue cheese used in the sauce overpowered the delica te flavor of the
shrimp, and the dish is served on a bed of
rice with a side of spaghetti - a
generous gesture but too much to eat and
enjoy.
FOR DESSERT one can try a wedge of
Brownie Pie (my two experiences have
been of rather dry pieces, slightly
relieved by whipped cream ) or an ice
cream drink (made with scoops of ice
cream , more like a sundae>- But the best
way to end a meal at the Brown Bottle is
with a brandy ; the generous portion is
served in a snifter neither too large nor
too small {or the drink.
The wine list at the Brown Bottle is
eclectic , offering everything from
Mogen David to Champagne. Several of
the wines are offered by the glass or in
balf-bottles, and there are house wines
offered by the liter and half-liter. There
is also beer by the pitcher to accompany
the pizza.
The Brown Botue opens for dinner
each evening at 4 :30. Reservations are
accepted, and you can use Master
Charge, Visa or personal check.

By J . CHRISTENSON
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The scene is the Iowa City pedestrian
mall. It' s Saturday night, the night of the
Iowa-Iowa State Game and the conclusion of an arts festival dedicating the
completion of the still-uncompleted
mall. H's a masquerade ball and dancing
around and in the new fountain are vampires, bees, women in sailor suits and a
large number of people in costumes
made from garbage-like plastic bags,
s tring and broken drinking glasses.
And on stage tbere is a band. The two
female members are decked out in old,
felt-type cheerleaders uniforms. The
guitar player wears a white lab overalls
and a white helmet . The keyboard player
has on a three-piece suit. The rest are
dressed with sunglasses, buttons , hats
and loose tie~ .
After one of the cheerleaders leads the
crowd in a bunny hop around the foun·
tain a cry goes up for " meltdown." The
band breaks into " Emotional Data,- '
which accompanies the meltdown, a
grotesque falling and flapping of bodies
that is supposed to simul'lte a radioactive reaction. It is Pink Gravy's own
dance.
AND NOW the band has got them.
More and more costumed bodies begin to
dance and twitch. Between every num-

ber, a tall, blond-haired kid yells , " You
guys are fucking great, you know that?
Fucking great."
Q. Why is Pink Gravy so popular?

Thelma Swank, saxaphonist for Pink
Gravy : " It's because we're stupid. "
Bert the Intellectual Cowboy, piano:
" I don 't think we 're stupid. I think we' re
fun with a head on its shoulders ."
Louise Swank, guitar player : " It's
because we' re stupid."
THEY'RE OUT THERE dancing on
the floor while a local band goes through
a long version of " Blue Suede Shoes": a
fellow in shorts and a torn T-shirt; some
guy in a big baseball cap and brown and
white pointy toed cowboy boots ; a
woman in a tooth T-shirt she probably
got {rom a dentist, and two otbers who
look fairly normaL
One minute they' re dancing like dervishes , limber as snakes, spinning and
rolling on the floor . The next, they're
like· sloths draping tbeir bodies over one
another. They dance the frug . the twist,
the freddy . They pogo . They dance with
chairs.
While everyone else goes through the
motions of dancing, these five people,
who have a part of the floor all to them·
selves and are almost a part of the show.
dance with abandon. Sometimes, as the

songs grow too long, tbey clown like
bored children, each trying to outdo the
other.
AND EVEN THOUGH it's fun to
watch them act outrageously and do
things that you' ve always wanted to do,
you can see where these people might be
a pain in the ass. You know, you just
want to go out for the evening, hear the
band, and here are these people taking
up tbe floor and making a nuisance of
themselves. And tben again ...
Finally the song ends. The woman in
the tooth T-shirt, a lady known as
Thelma Swank, comes to tbe table and
has a drink of beer. She's getting over a
cold so her voice is hoarse and she sniffles.
"We like to make a spectacle of ourselves after we 're done practicing," she
says with a smile and tben heads back to
the dance floor. The band is going to play
one more song for tbe nigbt and she's
witb her friends yelling out her request.
They? We? The five people? Who are
these souls?
Well, they are a few of the members of
Pink Gravy, the rock band of sorts, that
extended family of crazies. Who they are
is a bit hard to say, because each of
those people has aliases .
See page 4
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Disabled poet focuses on the possible
By WINSTON BARCLAY

Everybody has things that they can't
do that they want to do. Some ot those
things they went to do they will never
be able to do. Some of those things
they could do if they _re given some
help. The problem is to make the distinction between those two things.

Wben poet Ouistopber Hewitt talks

about a realistic attitude about possible
achievements, he speaks from experience. He is a Vlctim of birth defect
called Osteogenesis Impe.r lecta, a brittle bone disease that caUlleS physical
deformities and bas restricted Hewitt to
a wheelchair. Not many years ago, such
a handicap would probably have condemned him to a 1ooely, unproductive
life. But Hewitt bas found that among
the things that have been possible are a
career as a writer and teacher, and the
expression of a gay sexual identity.
Hewitt was born and raised in
England. At an early age, his schooling
broke the custodial pattern that had been
set for handicapped people. " I had tutors
at borne until I was 11, because in those
days most disabled people didn't go to
regular scbool," he says. "My parents
defied the authorities and got permission
for me to be educated at home. Then,
when I was 11, I went to grammar
school, which was a regular boys'
school.··
HEWITI' SAYS that he bad a hard
time adjusting to school, partly because
of the special attention be had received,
and partly because of the attitudes of
teachers aM other students. " Yoo're
prone to attitudes like, 'Ob, he must be a
mommy's boy,' or 'I'll bet the teacher's
going to give him good grades because
they feel sorry for him. Teachers, I
think, tried to overcompensate. They
tended ·to underpraise me because they
were afraid of giving me special attentioo_H
He encountered more problems at
coIJege_ "1 was the nrst student at Birmingham in a wheelchair who lived in a
donn. And I bad a tremendous bout to
get into a dorm, because they had to
make tiny alterations. I campaigned in
England in 1973-74 to improve handicapped students' rights. There were only
four of us out of 7,000 students. They
would say, 'There are so few handicapped students. Why should we spend the
mooey?' But if yoo spend the money
there will be more handicapped students. So it's a catch-22."

AFTER A ROCKY experience at
college studying English and French ,
Hewitt switched "to American Studies
and went to graduate school. It was
there that he began to write, with the encouragement of friends. It was also
there that he met foreign students, some
of which were Americans.
"Some of them were from the University of California and they told me about
this scholarship, which I knew existed,
but which I never had a hope of getting.
But I thought, the only thing to do is apply and see if I could get it." Hewitt won
the scholarship, much to his surprise,
and enrolled at the University of California at Davis.
" It was really just an experiment," he
says. HI wanted to get to the states and it
gave me a place to go. Then I found when
I got there that if I did an MA in English,
I could also do an emphasis in creative
writing. So that gave me the discipline to
do writing." He subsequently took
classes at Berkeley as well, and then attended San Francisco State, where he
won an 18-month lectureship.
HE FOUND California much more
sensitive to the needs of the handicapped. " In Berkeley , it 's very good
because it' s all ramped, everywhere,
because the Vietnam vets did a lot of
campaigning for that. There are ISO
wheelchairs a1ooe."

After that experience he came to Iowa
City. " I had always wanted to come to
Iowa , but I got rejected by them three
times," he says. Hoping to get into the
Writers Workshop, Hewitt enrolled in
graduate school at the UI last summer
and finally was accepted into the
workshop this fall . " I really liked living
in San FranciSCO. but as a writer , 1
didn' t find it a serious enough environment in which to won; there are a lot of
distractions. There aren·t as many distractions in Iowa City. Plus I find the
people here are much more serious
about their work. U's a little easier in
San Francisco, especially for someone
who's not very selI-disciplined, like me,
to spend all your time talking in coHee
houses, having bullshit conversations
and not really getting anywhere."
HE FINDS THE VI campus
reasonably accessible, but he feels that
several things are needed. "For ooe
thing, there is no real, organized ,
prompt wheelchair service in this town.
That can really be very disruptive."
But he approves of the efforts of m
services for the handicapped .• 'I'm lUcky
here that if my chair is broken down, the
university can lend me a chair. The
program here is a caring program, a
concerned program, but they' re tied
very much by economics."
And while be feels that he ca.n be
generally independent in Iowa City, he
finds the level of consciousness about the
needs of the handicapped lower bere
than in California. "Getting around town
is not bad in the actual vicinity of the university, but beyond the ootskirts of
downtown you soon find deep curbs. That
means you have to go oot into the street
and you have to get around by going
through a series of driveways. and that
can be very dangerous.
"IT'S NOT SO MUCH that people
aren 't aware of handicapped people; it's
more that they are ignorant than that.
they are intentionally obstructiv~ . I bope
I can do something while I'm here to
raise that level of conscioosness. I think
a lot of shopkeepers are not aware that
they can get help to fix buildings to ma.k e
them accessible. Just one step will stop
yoo from going in. One thing that could
happen on campus more than it does is
sign-posting for where entrances are.
You can get a map that tells you , but all
you need is the wheelchair sign and an
arrow or two. "
Hewitt says that another reason to
make buildings accessible is that it
relieves the handicapped person of having to depend on others to get around.
" It's really a strain to be constantly in
the position of asking, 'Would you hold
this door open?' For exam}?le, if I want
to go downtown I will avoid going

because it' s a hassle to stop people in the
street. Sometimes they freak oot ;
sometimes they're very charming. I
think Midwesterners are very friendly
and they're generally very kind, but
they're not used to it. And that shouldn't
be necessary."
WHILE HEWITT'S professional goal
is to be a writer, he hopes to support
himself by teaching. " I like it. It's
something I can do and I think I'm good
at it. Teaching is something you can do
very easily from a wheelchair as long as
you have a loud voice. "
He has even considered teaching
children , something often considered
impossible for someone restricted to a
wheelchair. "I was accepted in the
Poetry in the Schools program , but I
haven't done that so far. I don't know if I
would have discipline problems, but I
think that has to do with your personality
more than the fact that yoo 're in a
wheelchair. "
Hewitt does not feel that his disability
directed him into a creative field, but he
does think it defined the mode of his artistic expression. "I think any kind of ar·
tist is an outsider, by virtue of the fact
that he is observing. Someone who has
limited mobility tends to be an observer
anyway, because there are a number of
things that you can' t physically participate in. To that extent, I guess it intensified it. If I wasn' t disabled I might
still be a creative person, but I might
have been an actor, for instance. "

ALTHOVGH THERE were obstacles
to surmount in attaining an education
and establishing a career , the obstacles
Hewitt faced in developing a comfortable sexual identity were perhaps more
difficult to overcome. "I think that's
something all disabled people are up
against, " he says. "I always quietly
thought to myself that any -sex life {or
me was out of the question. I wasn't
really overprotected. I was, in fact.
pushed to go to regular schools. But my
mother said things like, 'It doesn't matter that you' re disabled because you
·have a good brain.
"It was good in that she was trying to
minimize it, but she minimized it to the
point wbere I was supposed to not even
think: it existed. It was like I was this
brain that was propelling itself around.
And that's why I didn 't really confront
myself as a sexual person. I didn't think:
of myself as unattractive, either. I didn't
think of myself in those terms. A few
years ago, a woman got involved with
me and I didn·t even realize it. I didn't
realize that anyone could get invulved
witb me in that way. I really hurt her,
because I had no idea . A lot of disabled
people come to sexual fulfillment very
late, just as gays do."

HEWITT FlRST came in contact with
sexual activity while at boy' s school :
" My high school was a hot-bed of
pseudo-bomosexuality, but most of the
boys were into it because there were no
women around . And I felt very alienated
by that because I would get emotionally
involved , and so I stayed away from
that. It wasn' t that the boys didn 't want
me to do it. I wasn 't into that, maybe
partly because of my insecurities, but
also because there was absolutely no
emotion about it. It was totally just
getting your rocks off. "
Because of the anti-gay climate in
England and the psycbological obstacles
he encountered , Hewitt didn 't really
come out until he went to San Francisco.
" In San Francisco you have no choice you either come out or you don't. In fact,
I didn' t really have to come out. You just
exist. "

BVT COMING TO an expression of his
sexuality was not as simple as that. " I
went to see a therapist when I was in
Berkeley (as most people do ), and that, I
suppose, did help me. The therapist said ,
' You've got to stop living in a fantasy
world about sex and realize that you can
go out there and get it.' Of course, that
terrified me, just the thought of it. And
then I had the double inhibition of being
not only disabled but also gay . If I hadn' t
been disabled , just being gay would have
been difficul t. ..
HewiU hopes to speak out for gay
rights in Iowa City as well as handicapped rights. " Here it' s much more 9if·
ficult to be a gay person (than in California ). We are a very small minority - at
least those who are out of the closet. I
think it's more difficult here for a gay
man to have a straight male friend. A lot
of straight men here feel threatened by
that, sexually, which comes as a big
shock to me, because.I' m so used to that
not being the case. In California, I have a
lot of friends who are straight and it was
no big hassle. And even if there was an
attraction there it was no big deal. If it
gets to be a big deal, you talk about it. "
AND HE HOPES to address the
problems of the gay and the disabled
more in his writing. He has written some
poetry about the handicapped and has
written two plays, one of which is-li
monologue by a gay man in a
wheelchair. He has started work on an
autobiographical novel. "I think that not
enough has been written about the position of handicapped people. I do want to
be more concerned with political issues
in my writing, and I have a hanl time
with a lot of political poetry because it
does become dogmatic. I have a hanl
time with some feminist and gay poetry
for those reasons, because I think it
tends to limi t the poetry as art and it
also tends to narrow the range of experience expressed in the works.
" At the same time, though, I think
that writers have a responsibility to not
only reveal truth , but a poet is still a
regular social being and we are part of
the world and we see things going on .
For instance, I want to write about being
gay and I want to write about being disabled , but I don' t want to be known as a
gay, disabled poet. I do want to write
about these issues, but there are also
other issues that are part of me , that I'm
also just a person wanting to be a poeL"
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Richie Havens:
Singer of songs
By J . CHRISTENSON

Mter his Oct: 27 set at Grand Daddy's
at the benefit for the Prison Ministry
Fellowship, Richie Havens disengaged
himself from autograph-seekers, wellwishers and musicians long enough for
an interview. Havens is a very open,
easy-going man who punctuates a large
portion of his speech with '·dese guys"
and " dose guys" holdovers from his
Brooklyn upbringing. Tony Brown, a
local musician , also took part in the
discussion .
DI : You're considered a folk artist,
yet your popularity came after the folk:
boom of the early '60s. How do yoo account lor that?
Havens: My popularity was only confirmed after the folk boom . Basically,
what happened is that I spent seven
years in Greenwich Village during the
folk: era and when my first album came
out (Mixed Bag) in 1967, it was the pe0ple who had seen me in those seven
years who bought the album . It was actually about seven years of tourists going through the village who bought my
album .
DI: How would you describe your
music?
.
Havens: I guess I would call it communications music. What I call myself is
just a Singer of songs. I like jazz, I like
blues, I like rock 'n' roll , but I can't
really do them in a separate form well
enough to be considered a blues or jazz
singer.
Brown : What do yoo think of music
now?
Havens : It's gotten to the point where
everything is bland again. In my career
there's been about two or three of those
periods . This period now is unique
because it's like it's back to 1955. It·s
made that full circle again and it's to a
point where rock ' n' roll is going to kick
back again , because all the younger people need to have their music, need to
have their stepping stone to grow up on ,
their roots. That's really what rock 'n '
roll has become now ; it's that basis of
music for the modern industrial mind.
It's like modern blues - it' s unique in
the sense that everybody around the
world copies it. I go to Europe and it just
blows my mind how much American
music they listen to. They don 't even
listen to their own music .
Brown : They like James Brown a lot.

Postma
polemic one may ever read. The hook
spares no one, it is on no one' s " side" except its own author' s (or anyone else
willing to think out the problem in such
detail) , it exists to ask pointed questions
and propose resolute answers . Neither
questions nor answers are easy - which
makes TCA as stimulating as TSA was
when it appeared.
This is not to say that the propositions
are flawless . There are many places
where Postman seems to have opted for
style over substance - the dress code
argument, merely by existing, will doubtless be blown all out of proportion to the
small amount of space it covers - in Ofder to emphasi ze the conservative
cbaracter of the act of learning . He
seems, for example. to wish to abrogate
teaching the 20th century ' s literature,
art and music (though not its developments in science , history or linguistics )
by strongly emphasizing " classical
forms of artistic expression "; he
ignores the necessa ry distinction between " popular" and "classical" contemporary art forms.

Havens: I was over there with him last
time and they love him.
DI : Still want to hear " Please, Please,
Please" ?
Havens: Yes they do, man , and it's
amazing. But, you see, what's even more
amazing is that the people in Europe
know these songs. H I could tell yoo bow
many records by American blues singers
are si~ting right in their record stores
that we never heard of, yoo wouldn't
believe it. The people in Europe consider
that to be straight culture from this
country. Rock 'n' roll, blues and jazz are
American music, and there are very few
types of anything that you can label
American just plain and straight. It's
like an outgrowth of what they consider
America to be.
DI : You have a reputation for doing a
lot of benefits and being a politically active musician.
Havens : I don't consider myself
political, to tell yoo the truth. I consider
myself a realist because it's the
audience that puts me there, and not me
- and all audiences are made of people.
That's who 1 sing for - people. It' s their
show ; they invite me to come on their
show, and what I have is an obligation to
gather in the name of whoever calls me.
The fact that someone has called me
there, well , r feel I have a commitment
to be there. I consider that more of a
communications connection rather than
a political one.
DI : Since this is the 10th anniversary
of Woodstock, what was your impression
of that event?
Havens : Well, it was fantastic, it was
just great and .. .
01 : But with all those people crowding
one another - no water, poor toilet
facilities . There must have been a great
deal of trouble .
Havens : Not really. There was more
trouble behind the stage than there was
in front , because they couldn't get the
equipment to the stage. All the roads
were blocked up. They had a big problem
getting the show started, to the point
where I had to go on first. I was on the
list to go sixth but ended up on first
because I only had acoustical equipment
and didn 't need amplifiers. That was
really my biggest impression of the
whole thing, having to go on first instead
of sixth.
DI : But all those people ...
Continued from page 6

THESE BOOKS - for it must he obvious by now that they ought to be read
as a pair - are both representative and
transcendent of their times; although intended for - and against· - the education establishment , they speak as
strongly to those outside or beneath the
establishment (Le ., the students) ; and
they throw light on a good many tangential disciplines - both the internal
methodology and the way in which we
teach them - while retaining their
usefulness as general overviews .
Neither book shies from confronting the
- educational system's most problematic
feature, it open-endedness : It is responsible both to those who finance , endowing it with power and authority, and to
the students who justify the expenditure
of so many technical and intellectual
resources . In the largest sense ,
Postman's work explores the schools' in·
termediary function and suggests ways
in which teachers may maintain the integrity of their profession and the effectuality of its product - while compromising neither.

The OoIi1y loWanlSt_ z...odny

Havens : You have to realize that prior
to that we had done festivals of 1SO,OOO
and 250,000. It really wasn't that unusual
to see that many people together. Of
course. la ter there were many more pe0ple at Woodstock, but when I went oot on
the stage it was just another festival to
me. It was just an accident that many
more people eventually came. A-cosmic
accident, I guess you could call it.
01 : What do you think of this generation as opposed to the Woodstock nation?
Havens : They·re much hipper today,
realistically speaking. They are much
hipper because they are able to accept
the reality at hand . They are able to accept things the way they are and do
things atlPut it. I know people of the '60s
see the situation now as being slowed
down to a big halt and that nothing is
really happening. Actually, a lot is ha~
pening. It's the young people today, the
no-nuke-no-missile crowd who are
holding it all together.

DI: Don·t you think kids of today are a
lot mOf"e conservative?
Havens : Absolutely. But that is in essence what moves things. Kids today are
like my grandmother was . They are the
grandmother generation. Like , my
grandmother was a very solid person .
She was solid about her accomplishments. She wanted a house - she got a
house. That·s the way kids are today .
The goals they shoot for and the things
they get will be more realistic, which is
better than we did. We just brought it out
and didn·t do much about it.
DI : Do you think the music of today,
popular music , is of a lower quality than,
say , the stuff put out in the Late ' 60s?
Havens : It' s all relative. You have to
remember that wben my first album
came out the top song in the nation that

year was "These Boots Are Made for
Walkin' . " Two years later it was
"Sugar. Sugar." H anything, music is
better today. You might argue that you
hear a lot of junk on the radio, iii lot of
things that repeat and repeat the same
formula, but music today is better
overall than the music put out in the '60s,
even though I think it is now a bland
period. There is much more to choose
from; FM radio is there.
DI : There's a grea t deal of pressure 00
a recording artist to have a big hiL yet.
at the same time, an artist is supposed to
have some sort of integrity. How do you
handle this problem?
Havens: I come to grips with it by
never thinking of records as a nrst run to
anything. To me , records are secondary.
People are always first. I still get some
pressure from record companies. but it
really doesn't bother me. H they can get.
a hit out of what I want to sing, that's
fine. U they can' t get a hit, weU, that's
fine, too. Just as long as I'm singing
what I want to sing, I don't really care
what they do with the a1bum ~
D1 : When you first started playing in
the Village, who were yoo listening to?
A lot of Dylan, when be was still playing on stage. Some jazz : Coltrane, Miles,
Mingus, John Handy. A lot of classical. I
just love classical music : Bach,
Beethoven. Stravinsky. I like those kinds
of inventive guys.

DI: Who are yoo listening to now?
Havens: I like the Doobie Brothers,
funny as it may sound. I ~e what they
do because I think it's about the biggest
fusion groop around. They've taken elements of everything and done something
with it. I like people who are doing
something. Music that makes me stop
and listen. that's the type of music I like.
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Greer's analysis transcends 'women's art'
By BARBARA DAVIDSON

1be question boven , like an incipient
terurion beadaclJe, for many of the
feminists with interests beyond politics. _
In recent years even I have tried, clum- sily, to field that inevitable question,
" Wby no female Michaelangelos or Da
Vmcis? " Although typically posed by
males with a point to make, the question
is vatid.
1be validity of the question, thougb,
bas not made an answer any easier until
recently ; scbolarship was inadequate,
sloppy or dowurigbt IICID-eXistinct a state
al affairs in itself reflective of the esteem
in wIUcb the work of female artists bas
been held. 'lbe implication tbat this lack
of female adUevemeut was due to Inferior ability was impossible to address
fairly because al this inadequacy. 1be
Women's Movement, having dealt
initially with nuts and bolts political
isIIues, is now turning attention and
scholarship to related areas of interest,
the arts among them. Germaine Greer's
De Obstacle Raee is a ref1ectiOll of this
broadening scope of the feminist
analysis.

Success , Humiliation , Dimension .
Primitivism and The Disappearing
Oeuvre. Greer argues pursuasively in
this first section that the hurdles were
many, and many were insidious.
Because their sex made art training
virtually inaccessible until the 19th century, a very high percentage of, the
earlier female painters came from
painting families , receiving training
from husbands, fathers and
brothers... and bad their talents subsequently turned to furthering their
patrons' careers. Whether as painters of
miniatures or engravers of the original
work of others, their positiOns remained
subordinate. Development as an artist is
extremely unlikely when so
overshadowed.

This overshadowing by the significant
men in the lives of tbese women is
further explored in the section on love.
The unfortunate choice (or female painters was domestic life and a subordination of the impulse to paint, or a serious
career without the presence of husband,
children, and home. But it was more
than that . Greer said in an interview for
the New York Times Book Review ,
" When it came to it, these women were
faced with a choice which does not
necessarily face a male painter. The
choice was between art and life. A male
painter can have both. First of all, he's
allowed by the tradition to invest his esthetic sense in an external person who
will be the muse, his love, and who will
marry him - and wash his socks. He can

~~~li-L..~. '-

PREVIOUS euminatkms 01 women's
cootribotioos to the arts have tended to
glorify accomplishments in secoodary,
or .. applied arts, " often within a
domestic setting. This approach dodges
the question of what women were accomplisbing within the major disciplines
of painting, drawing and sculpture.. It
avoids as wen the possible necessity of
acknowledging inferior aclJievement. A
real strength in Greer' s approach is the
honest confrontation of the frequently inferior quality of female painters' work.
Unburdened by a need to make a siUt
purse out o( a sow' s ear, she can
vigorously discuss why outstanding
achievement has been extremely difficult for female painters. While contending that a false glorification of
mediocre achievement ooly damages
the reputation of female painters, Greer
is quick to point out that justified acclaim has often been stifled by misattribulioo and incredulity within the art
establisbment at female accomplishment.
THE BOOK is structured around imptdimeuts to lIdIie9emeat; major sections are H1be Obstacles," and "How
'Jbey Ran." Cbapters within the first
section are Family, Love, 1be illusion of

" W - " by M - - Gil
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have children, he can live in a house, he
can eat three meals a day, he can have
friends. Women have nothing like that.
They make the choice: Will I be a
painter, or will I live in a graceful
manner? Will other people enter my life
in the right way?" In the early 20th
century such a choice for them would
mean sterile virginity and -egomania."
DESPITE THIS gloomy elaboration of
tbwarted ability, Greer does spend considerable time acknowledging genius
and rare talent wbere it did bloom .
Almost as one would expect, many if not
most of the female painters that
achieved great recognition did not have
conventional domestic lives : Rosa
Bonheur . one of Greer' s favorite examples of significant achievment, derived
most of her support from female friends
and practiced " cross-dressing. " wearing male clothing.
The second section, " How they ran ,"
sbifts from the thematic orientation of
tbe first section to a more cbronological
discussion of accomplishment within
specific historical contexts - The
Cloister , The Renaissance , The
Bolognese Phenomenon , the Age of the
Academies and the Nineteenth Century
(both to limit the scopenf the book, and
perhaps also to refrain from unnecessary controversy, Greer discusses
no living artists ).
The repetition of some rough sort of
cbronology within each section is a little
confusing and sometimes repetitive. By
mid-book, I found the cataloging of
obscure characters, place-names and
dates mind-numbing ; the effort to be
concise and inclusive, while perhaps
enhancing the book ' s academic
credibility, weakens its impact. But the
style is not dry ; although the prose is
weightier than Greer ' s sometimes
breathless 1be Female Eunuch, ( 1970) it
reads easily and is usually enjoyable.
Greer feels strongly that criticism of
female artists' work as "women's
work " condemns such to an inevitably
secondary and inferior st?tus . The
Obstacle Race attempts, successfully
for the most part, to avoid approaching
any painting as "women's work,"
emphasizing criticism and scholarship
on the works of these women within the
larger historical context. If women artists are successfully integrated in the
art establishment to the point where
commercial success is as available to
them as to male painters , the need for a
book like the Obstacle Race will be
greatly diminished . That day is a ways
off.

Checking education's rearview mirror?
By JUDITH GREEN '

TeadUag as a c-ervilll Adivity
By Neil Postman

ONE NEED look no farther than the
jacket of Neil Postman's latest book,
TeadUag as a Coaseniq Adivity, to
declare it the antithesis, tile finally-he'scome-to-his-senses refutation of his
earlier work with Charles Weingartner,
Teacmg as a Sabst:rsive Activity
(1969). It is indeed tempting to accept
the titles at face value, ignoring the
evidence that the new book no more disproves the premises of the old than the
New Testament disproves its Old : 1bey
are merely difiel'ent ways of focusing on
the same subject.
.
~A began with a very funny, not at all
funny picture of our educational system:
" It is as if we are driving a multimilliondollar sports car screaming, "Faster!
Faster!" while peering f'lxedly into the
rearview mirror. It is an awkward way
to try to tell wtJere we are, much less
where we are going, and it bas been
sheer dunib lock that we have not

smashed ourselves to bits - so far. We
. have paid almost exclusive attention to
the car, equipping it with all sorts of fantastic gadgets and an engine that will
propel it at ever-increasing speeds, but
we seem to have forgotten where we
wanted to go in it."
THE "CONSERVING" in TeA's title

may symbolize, to some, that the "rearview mirror" refers to the subjects
taugbt in our schools and that Postman,
recognizing the errol' of his liberal (not
to say radical) ways, has forsworn the
doctrine of educational relevance and
admitted the necessitY, of the traditional
disciplines ("the basics") in the
curriculum.
Nothing could be farther from the
truth, for, in fact, TSA never used
"relevance " as the catchword it
bec;lme, nor did it advocate either the
evisceration of the curriculum or the
massive cosmetic surgery perfonned on
it.
.
TSA was not a book about suhject but
about method: the how of teaching, not
the wbat-to-teaclJ_ Its core, the chapter

called " The medium is the message, of
course," is a lively application of
McLuhan to the classroom: "The
critical content of any learning experience is the method or process
through which learning occurs."
TSA EMPHASIZES the mutuality of
the education experience , the equal contribution of teacbers and students in the
learning process and the truism that
thinking, like thwimming, cannot be accomplished by gradual immersion but
only by wholesale abandonment to the
medium, the process.
Though TeA' s focus is different, it
builds its' argument - which stresses
subject, but not at the expense of
process '- on the inquiry method that
TSA set forth as the hest way tn exploit
tbe unav.oidable "medium is the
message " quality of learning. TCA ' s extensive recommendations for reform of
the curriculum - the how aDd what-toteach of teaching - are intended to
qualify or correct the fallacious assumptiOll that the earlier book licensed the
thoughtless desertion of the humanistic

tradition :
.....TOO MANY teachers have used
the inquiry method as an excuse to
bypass the teaching of any systematic
content.. .. It is ... unacceptable in our
present situation to have students learn
inquiry skills without having them applied to important subjects."
The title of the new book should , in
fact , he Teaching as a Conservative
Activity, but the negative political connotations have so obscured the original
meaning of the word (" protect ,
preserve") that the author had to settle
for the weaker construction.
TCA is, in many senses (including the
political , though I don' t mean the term
pejoratively ) conservative : The inquiry
method goes back to Socrates, the " thermostatic" theory of education (that
schools should deliberately work to
balance the biases of popular culture and
the though t processes fostered by the informational media) tn Plato.
IT IS, one must admit , frankly
polemical , although probahly the bestwritten. most thoughtful , balanced
See POtIbnan. page 7

Heading South

ColumnA
By DANIEl FlESHlER

The '79 World Series had come and
gone , and I had just returned from a
week-long hiatus from humanity. When
not watching the Series I was writing
about the Series, reading about the
Series, cooking for the Series, dreaming
about the Series. There is no need. to
apologize for my annual fall retreat,
because this year the rewards were seIIevident to a ny fan. I used to approach
non-fans will a kind of missionary zeal,
but I have always found it impossible to
justify or explain baseball fever . I learn
to live with their disdain . Yet, just
before the fifth game, a non-fan was attacked by obliession in a manner than
nearly ruined the Series for me.
A female acquaintance (call her P )
became impatient with my constant
references to Kent Tekulve 's arm and
Kiki Garcia 's bat and Howard Cosell' s
blather. She launched into a diatribe
against baseball tbat included some
troubling assertions . P claimed that
"educated male baseball fans are closet
chauvinists," clinging to a " pathetic
prop " from their boyhood because they
are threatened by the increasing participation of women in formerly male
pursuits. Men love the game, P asserted ,
principally because it is an all-male institution on the professional level. They
get fiendish pleasure from excluding
women from their " old boy network ."
She was convinced the game itself "has
Httle inherent value to anyone with half
a brain " and is merely an excuse for
male cameraderie.
CONTEMPT FOR the game itself is
easily ignored , but rebuke based solely
on sexual politics is another matter.
Clearly , P was angry about a great many
things besides baseball, and perhaps I
should have expressed the sympathy I
feel for that anger. Perhaps I should
have asked what she thinks of female
baseball fans and women' s baseball
teams. My response probably left
something to be desired.: I hung up the
phone . Her remarks brought back
memories of a painful year wben I had
listened to similar accusations, and I
was incapable of answering her charges.
Had I been more composed, I would
have told her about that year. rather

than debating her.
In 1975, I was living in a cooperative
house in Cambridge, Mass. It was a difficult year, a barren time when I had little hope for the world, ittle for my selL
In short, I was a junior in college, and
though my malaise was self-indulgent, it
was real. Painful as it is to admit , the
only firm emotional commitment I could
make that year was to the Boston Red
Sox , who were tearing up the American
League. If it hadn' t been for Yaz, Tiant,
Rice, Lynn and the rest , I would have
had very little tn care about. It seems
almost comical now, but it is the bald,
unfortunate truth.
TWO OF MY housemates were ar·
ticulate, well-read feminists (call them
J and R) who did not merely object to
the structure of our male-dominated
society. Putting it simply, they objected
to men , tn the principle of men. If my
male roommates and I did not show
eagerness tn do the dishes, we were sexist (although there were women in the
house who were no more eager). If we
drank beer and played. poker, it was
" macho cameraderie" (although there
were often women playing, as well). J
and R provoked one confrontation after
another, lashing out at every aspect of
our lives, including my fixatiOll with the
Sox . They voiced the same accusations I
later heard from P .
Some of their complaints were certainly valid: The house was full of young
men whose attitudes towards women
were shaped before the advent of the
women's movement, and we all had a lot
to learn. But there was no communication , only antagonism and polemic. I ,
could bave used a borne at the time.
What I got was a political arena .
IN LATE Septemher that year, a
breakthrough occured. The barriers dissolved quite unexpectedly . Through a
mutual determination to communicate,
J, R and I were suddenly talking to each
other. Night after night, for two weeks,
we shared our perspectives about growing up male and female in America , and
discovered we were in agreement about
a great many things. In one memorable
discussion , J explained the various

means by which I was taught as a boy to
hold back tears . I had not cried for lJUlny
years, in fact , and expressed a desire to
learn how to cry more readily. J and R
rejoiced at this reassessment of my
masculinity and we all felt a meaningful
dialogue had commenced .
But the follOwing week 1 lost a.ll contact with J and R. The '75 World Series
had begun and my Sox were battling the
Cincinatti Reds in what was one of the
greatest Series ever. The entire week
was an emotional whirlwind, which
reached its peak during the sixth game.
Now, the sixth game was not a game at
all, but a passion play, a late Beethoven
quartet, a mural by Goya. I sat in my
room and watched. it with two male
friends, in a state of elevation and perpetual astonishment at what was
transpiring.
THE EVENTS cannot be chronicled in
this space. Suffice it to say that the Sox
had to· win ill order to stay aliv~ , that
they overcame a 6-3 deficit in the eighth
inning, tllat innings 9-12 contained more
sustained. drama than anything I have
ever witnessed . As any fan knows, the
game ended with Carlton Fisk's borne
run in the bottom of the 12th. As Fisk circled the bases and the Fenway Park
organ played the Hallelujah Chorus and
my friends screamed with joy, 10 and
bebold, I was weeping . I was weeping for
the first time in years because I had seen
something very close to perfection in
human form. I had dreamt an impossible
dream (they were down' 6-3 against
Rawly Eastwick ) and the dream had
been realized before my eyes . No goal
was unachievable , no ideal too
unrealistic.
My door was open at the time, and in
an extraordinary coincidence. J happened to stroll past while we exulted.
Seeing tears stream down my face, she
rushed into the room to lend support.
Putting a hand on my shoulder, she
asked wtJy I was crying, and all I could
do was point to the TV, wbere the replay
• showed Fisk watching his home run
from the first base path. J stiffened and
pulled her hand away. Blood rushed to
her face and she snarled, "You're crying
over a fucking baseball game?!!" Then

she stormed out, muttering something
about " macho cameraderie" under her
breath.
THERE WAS NO more communication with J and R after that. They had
written off my liberation as a process
not worthy of their attention. I was
deeply offended by J 's refusal to attempt •
to understand the source of my passion.
So we did not speak for the rest of the
school year, except wben R complained
about the vile tuna casserole I hurriedly
prepared before the season opener in '76.
I do not think that J , R and P are
isolated cases. I have heard other
women discuss organized sports in
resentful tones, calling them malignant
phenomena and dominated by men
(despite the rise of female athletics) .
Certainly there are sexist aspects to
baseball and to all organized sports in
their present institutional form. These
things are unpardonable and must be
changed. Women must have access tn
organized athletics at all levels. But
meanwhile, in this rather confusing
transition period, it is unpardonable for
some women to resent the joys that are
derived from sporting events. Much of J,
R and P's rhetoric can be reduced to
that : They seem to resent joy. Tbey
seem to resent the act of caring deeply
about something they have not taken the
trouble to understand.
I FOLLOW baseball because it is
beautiful. The game is not to everyone's
taste, but its magic has nothing to do
with the sexual identity of the players.
The game brought tears of joy at a time
when little else was stirring me. Surely,
tears of joy should be appreciated,
without doubts about the ideological
fitness of those tears.
Femini!;t anger is usually justified,
and necessary if we are to build a society
in which sexual identity does not put
strictures on destiny. But when that
anger is life-defeating, I find myself
ignoring it. When it seeks to diminish
deligbt, I find myself ignoring it. Surely
it is possible for politically committed
women to share the pure delight of the
summer game even before Title IX
money is equitably distributed.
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'Our reality is a lot more interesting'
Continued from page 1
Pink Gravy and the Monos ' labic
Orchestra. 'I1leir ads run in the paper
every once in awhile ; xerox collages,
quick and band drawn with every part or
the ad filled with slogans like " stop
radiatiOll sickness" or " four out of five
dentists recommemt" And always the
words Pint Gravy written in a heavy
scrawl. like the name of a teenage gang
011 a walL
And maybe you've got nothing to do, so
you wander down to where they are playing, pay admission, go through the
door ...

THE FIRST THING you notice is
these eggs dancing around the floor and
shaking hands with people. What makes
these eggs so unusual is that they are six
feet tall .
Then, as you become adjusted to these
gigantic waltzing eggs, there are other
visions to come to grips with.
The guy playing piano has a mask and
a cowboy hat. Then there are these two
ladies looking very mum like a pair or
wigged-oul Palty Dukes, dressed in
cheerleader ouUits and playing saxaphones . guitars and squeeze toys. In the
background is another character wearing wr3Jraround Ban-Lon sunglasses
playing a long tube and making noises
like a kid blowing into a pop bottle. And
don' t forget the Mexican fellow who 0ccasionally bursts across the stage with a
mad trumpet solo.
AND WHILE they play ragged versions of tunes lite " Secret Agent Man"
or their own COIIlpositions like " Rock 'n'
Roll Nun ," " Leather Man" and
" Emotional Data ," a slide show goes on
behind them sbowing pjctures of people
eating eggs or eggs dancing.
Suddenly the music stops. Perhaps the
band stands on stage and argues about
what to play next. Maybe they leave.
Maybe they go into the audience and sit.
Finally, two guys come out banging
pots and pans and singing along. Or
perhaps someone comes out, bows and
begins to recite poetry or sing " Merry~Round" by Wud Man Fisher, an L.A.
street musician once promoted by Frank
Zappa.
Or maybe nothing bappens at all .
That is Pink Gravy: distinctions between audience and perfonners blurred
and at times non-existent ; a constant

promptu trumpet solos; and Kid Carnage, rormer welterweight boxer (3-25 )
turned poet and percussionist.
- And, of course, the monos' labs and
the rriends and rans of Pink Gravy.

assault of freakish sights and sounds; a
bit of semi-rock, punk and folk thrown in
for good measure ; everything pervaded
by anarchy and chaos.

ESTIMATIONS of the number or
monos' labs vary :
" It' s hundreds - thousands," says-Bill
Case, a close rriend of the band .
"It's more than I can count," says Phil
Dirt.
" It's more than a piece of string,"
adds Kid Cam.a ge.
Thelma and Louis Swank are rond or
saying that everyone is a monos'lab.
Nothing could be further from the truth .
Everyone bas the capability of being a
mooos'lab, but not everyooe is.
Being a monos ·lab is similar to being
cool , but monos'labs are known not ror
their coolness but for their ability to act
stupic in public. They have rew inhibi·
tions ; they do what they feel at the moment and above all try not to be boring.

' 'That's the difrerence between us and
other people. They stay the same. We
move, we change. We're always different, " says Louise Swank.
'BUT WHERE DO these people come
from? You never see them walking
around the streets or in the Hne ahead of
you in Hardee's or at the laundromat.
And what about those eggs , those ~foot
dancing eggs?
A year and a half ago there were these
two women taking a sculpture class at
the Art Department. For that class, one
of those women made a piece that looked
like a cross between a slinky and a metal
tree, Then she made more, When you hit
these sculptures they went "Boing."
Hence, the pieces were called "boinger
trees."
The teacher thought the boinger trees
were great. She liked the way they bounced and flopped and bent, but there was
one thing that bothered her. The boinger
trees were unlike most pieces of metal
scupture in that an integral element was
the crazy sound they made . She
suggested that the best way to exhibit
the boinger trees was to perronn on
them and other pieces the women were
working on in class.
AND SO they did. Outside the Art
Building in late October last year, they
met: the women (who eventually took
the names Thelma and Louise Swank )
with their boinger trees, a handful of
poets, some other art majors who wanted to display their sluff, a couple of
musicians and an assortment of freaks,
dropouts, leftovers and hangers-on . And,
or course. those huge dallCing eggs.
They danced, played music, read
poems, played on kitchen sinks and
bowls, danced some more and just acted
crazy. A party disguised as
sociopoli tica I rree thea ter . Thus the
monos' labbic myth was born.
Tbey called themselves mOllosyllables
because the eggs had a habit of chanting
one-syllable words. Eventually, the
word was shortened to mono'slabs -or
monos'lobs.
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ACCORDlNG TO various people in
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Pink Gravy, the eggs were born when
Dr. Bob, a lab technician in one of the ill
experimental labs, infected eggs with
radioactive injections and then killed
them.- Eventually, arter committing
these dire deeds, Dr. Bob had a change
of beart. He removed six of the eggs
berore they could be killed . Out or the
lab , the eggs mutated to gigantic proportions, no longer eggs, but Egg Things.
The Egg Things JDt!t the monos'labs that
day in October outside the Art Building
and have been a part of the troupe ever
since. Dr . Bob leet town soon thereafter.
Of course , this is all make-believe.
There was never a Dr. Bob and those
eggs are actually people inside construction paper. It' s all fantasy .
Or is it? Wbere does make-believe end
and reality begin? Members of Pink
Gravy and the monos' labbic family
speak of upsetting people so badly with
their performances that eventually the
audience will lose its grasp on reality.

Or, as Louise Swank puts it, " Everybody
is so boring around here ; things are so
gray . Our reality is a lot more
interesting. "
INCLUDED IN this customized world
are :
- Madge and Nelson Howard, aunt
and uncle of the band . Madge and Nelson
are, in effect, the two ways one can look
at Pink Gravy. Nelson is a jokester and
cut-up , content to dance and have a good
time without trying to theorize about
what Pink Gravy is trying to say .
Madge, on the other hand , is so wrapped
up in the academic world that she can't
do anything without analyzing it. Madge,
or someone dressed as her, actually
gave a lecture at an art colloquium in
the Art BuHding on " The Relationship of
Monos'labs to the World at Large ."
According to Louise Swank , " She was
working on the podium lights , having a
hard time because she was trying to con·
trol the house lights and the slides and
the dimmers and brighteners all at the
same time. So she'd turn them all oIr
and on or some of tbem off and on and
then , as a grand finale, just as she was
making a point very vehemently , she
switched all the lights off . And, on top of
all that, she had an Egg Thing as an
assistant and that made things worse
because the Egg Thing really didn't
understand the marvels of technology."
- Bert the Intellectual Cowboy , who
plays the piano and drums. Bert is your
typical pompous pseudO-intellectual. But
he is also honest. " I see myself as -a selfstyled genius ," he says, " but many pe0ple in the band do not . I read a lot or
Nietzsche and Kierkegaard . But I don't
mind working with a bunch or stupid pe0ple because it gives me a sense of
superiority.
" I also write poetry," -he adds , " but
I'm still a man."
- Thelma and Louise Swank , the two
women initially responsible for the
monos'labs, Pink Gravy and other subsequent acts of madness. In Pink Gravy,
and doubling as Teenage Madge and
Skipper or Madge Howard, Thelma
plays ' saxophone and Louise plays
rhythm guitar . At one time or another ,
they c;ln also be seen playing squeeze
toys, tubes and other esoteric instru·
ments.
- There is also lead guitarist Phil
Dirt; drummer Bob Cans; Normal llHnois , the skinniest bass player in
eastern Iowa ; poet and percussionist St.
Orlando , who is at times J!:iven to im·

crude band," says Phil Dirt.
" We dress in costumes to better express our ideas. People can identify bet·
ter with a song better than if we stay in
the same gray colors ," says Louise.
"They may not hear the words very
well, but they know what we 're saying
when we're in costume. "
They play ragged , to be sure, but
that's due to their looseness. By their
own admission , Pink Gravy is not one of
the most competent groups around, but
that conrusion is part of their character.
"WE'RE organized ; we ' re highly
organized ," claims Phil Dirt. "Well
we're as organized as we can be. U we
can remember the words to our songs,
we're okay."
Pink Gravy' s music is of such a wide
variety that it would be hard, if not impossible, to pin them down into a
category as limiting as punk rock. Tbey
play country-western tunes, complete
with a riddle ; Bat Boone ; white-shoes
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music Wte " I Lite Ike (I LoYe You )";
reggae like " 'SlobbiD's Happening" and
the cm:voluted "Writhing With Words."
And the things between the music the poems, the visuals, the readings of
Hemingway. Punk? Far from it .
Perbaps a sloppy version of the Mothers
of Invention or poets in a garage band.
Maybe even adults playing as children
trying to get away with the charades by
posing in a band.
SINCE TH.AT night in the Wbeel Room
they've played for the public a number
or other times - benefits for New
Pioneer, the Socialist Party and the antinuclear movement; a party aLa friend's
house in the country (whim resulted in
equipment being smashed and eventually the poor fellow who lived in the
bouse being evicted).
Finally, during the summer, the jobs
began to pay better, like the Gravy-au·
go-go at Gabe 's . Over a hundred pairs or
sunglasses were passed out to the crowd
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and a pair of pink fla!'lingoes sat __
the stage. n.e idea was to have the place
looking like a beach party - you kD:nr,
Frankie and Annette, Eric VOII Zipper
and the Peppermint Twist..
" Every gig is different," says Bob
Cans.

THE BAND always attempts to worIt
its show OIl a centcal theme, something
they can poke fun at or have fun with lite the masquerade balL It seemed ooIy
fitting that Pink Gravy sbould cap off
the week-loog arts festival.
ADd then tbere . . . tile Beau Arts Ball
aDd another appearance at Gabe'L ADd
tlley've become tigbter, too, eadl time
they play. Of courBIe, ibey'J'e still DIppy,
but the pnctices LouiIIe
bad
taIked about bad reaJly improved'tbem.
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Q : WUl success spoil Pint Gravy?

Kid Carnage, percussionist : "Absolutely, unless, or course, it's well
refrigerated. "

ALTHOUGH it is easy to find out who
they are, the members of Pink Gravy
strive for anonymity. They feel it adds to
their mystery , and it certainly adds to
the zaniness of the band. Strip Bob Dylan
of his name and wbo do you have but
some small-town Minnesota hood named
Zimmerman. Take away Spiderman's
costume and who is left but that scWep
Peter Parker. When Pink Gravy members have their various. shirting personalities at hand , they typify the
madness and fun with the artsy-fartsy
side tbrown in for good measure .
Without it , they are just your average
ex-students wi th English and art degrees
trying to get by.
The day after I interviewed the band I
saw Kid Camage down the street looking
in garbage barrels. 1 stopped and asked
him what he was doing.
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"I'M LOOKING for nickels, for soda
cans ," he stammered.
I told him that he and the band were
quick·witted in the interview and he
replied with a thank·you and looked
sheepish. He wasn't at all like ·the night
before when he was throwing puns and
double·talking so fast that I was left in
the dust.
" I can' t he as evasive if I'm not in my
disguise, " he said.
A few of the people who gathered that
day in October found out that others with
the same ideas and musical interests
played instruments. They got together .
played together and had a good time.
From that core came Pink Gravy.
" I've always wanted to convert
everybody and the whole -world over to
monos'labism, " says Louis Swank. "I'm
bored with everything and 1 just wanted
something more interesting. "

"PINK Gra vy evolved ... " says
Thelma .
~
" It devolved," adds Bert.
" It revolved," says Phil Dirt.
" It became involved," Thelma
restates, " because we wanted to become
electric. We figured that an electric
band would . be the best was to get our
ideas across."
"They intend to generate excitement,"
adds Bill Case.
Pink Gravy performed for the first
time in March of last year at the Union
Wheel Room. The advertisements read
" Monos'labbic Orchestra and Punk
Group ," but the writing was so illegible
that "Punk Group" came out looking
like " Pink Gravy."
But Pink Gravy is strident about the
identification of the band with the new
wave .
" Everybody in Iowa City thinks that
anyone who plays in rock bands and
dresses weird are punk rockers and
we 're not," says LOUIse.
"WE' RE NOT," say a few members
of the band in unison.
"We 're not punks, we 're pinks - pink
wave," sbe continues.
" Pink wave!" echoes the hand .
"Permanent wave," they aU say.
" We see ourselves as being an avante·
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